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"Decide what you really want and determine what's preventing you from having it now. 

Remember that we get whatever we focus on. Rather than dwelling on what you don't want, 

clearly articulate what you do want... "The more specific you are, the more power you will 

have to rapidly achieve your goal.". 

Anthony Robbins 
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Education in the New 
Millennium 

he Editorial Team of "The 

Teacher" bulletin would like to take 
this opportunity to extend its best 
wishes to . all 
readers in connection with the New 
Year and the Millennium. Due to our 
special calendar which is to be treated 
in one of the articles in this bulletin, we 
are some years back from the 
millennium celebration in most parts 
of the world. 

Nevertheless, the very fact that we have 
our own unique calendar has never 
prevented us from being part of the 
rest of the international community, 
especially with regard to abiding by 
global conventions and plan of actions. 
In light of this, Ethiopia is one of the 
189 countries of the world that have 
adopted a document known as 
Millennium Declaration. That 
Declaration, which was signed by 147 
heads of state during a UN Millennium 
Summit held in Sept. 2000, consists of 
various action plans and targets to 
surmount the world's main 
development challenges. 
"Achieving Universal Primary 

Education" is one of those eight 
Millennium Development Goals which 
needs much attention from every one 
of us to hit the target possibly within 
the time frame mentioned on the plan, 
i.e., before 2015, only eight years from 
now. 

In most cases, planning is much more 
easier than implementing. Due to 
unforeseen circumstances and some 
other related constraints, a plan may 
not be realized at all, or may get partial 
accomplishment, or luckily depending 
on the conducive environment 
available, may fully be achieved. 
Concerning the MDG mentioned here 
now, people may comment differently 
based on the empirical situation they 
observe. 

As a matter of fact, as one of the less 
developed countries, Ethiopia has 
multifarious problems that need much 
more attention in the new millennium. 
One of the problems is that a 
significant number of children is off 
school due to poverty and other social 
impediments such as early marriage, 
child labour, lack of awareness and the 
like. In addition, shortage of well 
trained teachers, and other 
infrastructures & facilities like schools, 
roads, transport, etc are also the major 
problems in dealing with this national 
headache. 

In this regard, vis-a-vis the efforts that 
are being exerted by the government to 
curb this profound problem of our 
country, through such mechanisms as 
opening new universities, technical & 
vocational institutions and teachers' 
training colleges, private higher 
education institutions should also be 
encouraged and motivated to play their 
role in achieving the millennium goal 
of expanding primary education. To 
this effect, these institutions, which 
have been involved in the training of 
teachers at various levels, should 
meaningfully participate in the 
development of their country. In fact, 
we strongly believe that quality 
education must be rendered to would 
be teachers, and we realize that the 
intervention of the government in 
checking the quality of education 
through supervising institutions 
whether they are carrying out their 
responsibilities under the preset 
auspices of the Ministry of Education 
is crucially vital. 

Having said this, we would like to take 
this opportunity again to express our 
feeling that the MoE would reconsider 
its decision made about teacher 
education programs run by private 
institutions. We say this for a number 
of reasons, two of which are worth 1 

mentioning here now. First, citizens 
along with their institutions should be 
guaranteed to exercise their 
constitutional rights, and there 
shouldn't be any room for some one to 
indefinitely ration this fundamental 
right of citizens. Second, when such 
measures are taken invariably, people 
who feel threatened become 
disheartened and lack confidence in 
their governmental institutions. And 
we can imagine the negative impact of 
such seemingly simple measures upon 
the investment policy of our nation at 
large . Therefore , the primaiy focus of 
government institutions and offices 
should lie in building the confidence of 
their people and creating an 
atmosphere where citizens can live 
without any sense of insecurity. 

In this regard, we shall be hoping to 
have a unique millennium spree 
through our integrated and 
synchronized efforts, and thereby 
make a new history that dramatically 
changes the odious image our country 
has been experiencing up until this 
time. 

"Nothing splendid 
has ever been 
achieved except by 
those who dared 
b e l i e v e t h a t 
something inside 
them was superior to 
circumstance." 

Brace Barton 

St. 
* * * * * * t w ' -
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Achieving Universal Primary Education by 
2015: The Case of Ethiopia 

A. Millennium Development Goals 

CT he Millennium Development 

V̂ x Goals (MDGs) are eight goals, 

listed beneath, to be achieved by 

2015 in order to respond to the 

world's main development 

challenges. The MDGs are drawn 

from the actions and targets 

contained in the Millennium 

Declaration that was adopted by 189 

nations and signed by 147 heads of 

states and governments during the 

UN Millennium Summit in 

September 2000. 

• Goal 1: Eradicate extreme 
poverty and hunger 

• Goal 2: Achieve universal 
primary education 

• Goal 3: Promote gender 
equality and empower women 

• Goal 4: Reduce child 
mortality 

• Goal 5: Improve maternal 
health 

• Goal 6: Gombat HIV/AIDS, 
malaria and other diseases 

• Goal 7: Ensure environmental 
sustainability 

• Goal 8: Develop a global 
partnership for development 

In the Millennium Development 

Goal's Report, 2007, United Nations 

(UN), Ban Ki-Moon, Secretary 

General, UN, indicated that we are 

now at the mid point between the 

adoption of the MDGs and the 2015 

target date. According to him, so far, 

our collective record is mixed. The 

results presented in the report 

suggest that there have been some 

gains, and that success is still possible 

in most parts of the world. But they 

also point to how much remains to 

be done. There is a clear need for 

political leaders to take urgent and 

concerted action, or many millions 

of people will not realize the basic 

promises of the MDGs in their lives. 

B. Goal 2: Achieve Universal 

Primary Education 

The target is to ensure that, by 2015, 

children everywhere, boys and girls 

alike, will be able to complete a full 

course of primary schooling. 

As per the UN report (2007), sub-

Saharan Africa (Ethiopia is one of 

these countries) is making progress 

towards universal enrollment, but 

has a long way to go. The net 

enrollment ratio in primary 

education in the developing regions 

increased to 88 per cent in the school 

year 2004/2005, up from 80 per cent 

in 1990/1991. Two thirds of the 

increase occurred since 1999. 

Although sub-Saharan Africa has 

made significant progress over the 

last few years, it still trails behind 

other regions, with 30 per cent of its 

children of primary school age out of 

school. A strong push will be 

needed over the next few years to 

enroll all children in school and to 

fulfill their _ right to a quality 

education. 

By: Melaku Girma, 

St. Mary's University College, 

Teacher Education Faculty. Dean 

C. The Reality of Ethiopia in 

A c h i e v i n g U n i v e r s a l 

Primary Education 

The Millennium Development Goals 

Report: Challenges and Prospects for 

Ethiopia, (The Ministry of Finance 

and Economic Development of the 

Federal Democratic Republic of 

Ethiopia and The United Nations 

Country Team,) 2004, hinted that 

Goal 2 is a component of human 

development and vital to the all-

rounded effort of eradicating poverty 

and hunger in Ethiopia. In the past, 

Ethiopia had adopted a free 

education policy up to the then 

tertiary level. This in itself was an 

acknowledgeable move as reckoned 

by successive governments on the 

premise that education is an 

opportunity which should equally be 

made available to all citizens. The 

report went on saying, despite this 

fact, Ethiopia substantially lags 

behind most countries in sub-

Saharan Africa in terms of coverage 

and distribution. Thus, education is 

a key development goal central to 

the anti-poverty struggle being 

waged in Ethiopia. 

The country report taking a more 

optimistic view indicated that it may 

not be that problematic for 
- -
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Ethiopia to achieve universal 

primary education by 2015. Some 

figures show that there has been 

considerable progress in the last five 

years regarding the enrollment rate 

at primary level. In fact, the 

average of the last five years show 

that enrollment rate has been 

increasing at about 13 per cent per 

annum. Comparing existing trends 

with the 3.8 per cent that is 

required to achieve universal 

primary education, the country has 

great prospects of reaching this Goal 

even before 2015. Using the 

optimistic scenario, if the current 

trend continues, by 2010, gross 

enrollment at primary level of 

education in Ethiopia will be 100 

per cent. 

The use of longer time series and 

conservative estimates also show 

that this particular Goal is 

achievable. Given the trend of the 

Gross Enrollment Rate (GER) in the 

last four decades, it is highly 

probable that Ethiopia could 

achieve universal primary education 

by 2010. Forecast based on this 

trend shows that the country may 

achieve a GER of 72, 95 and 124 by 

year 2005, 2010 and 2015, 

respectively. Moreover, if the last 

ten years average ratio of net to 

gross enrollment (an average ratio 

of about 80 per cent) is assumed to 

remain constant, this can be 

translated into a net enrollment 

ratio (NER) of 68, 76 and 99.5 for 

the years 2005, 2010 and 2015 

respectively. 

The Education Statistics Annual 

Abstract 1997 E.C. (2000-05), 

Ministry of Education, 2005, seems 

to substantiate the country report 

claims. 

According to the Abstract, the 

primary (1-8) GER at national level 

in 1997 E.C. (2004-05) has become 

79.8 per cent and when 

disaggregated by gender, it is 71.5 

per cent for females and 88.0 per 

cent for males. Compared to the 

previous year (1996 E.C./2003-04), 

the figures show an increase of 11.4 

per cent for both sexes and 12.4 and 

10.6 per cent for females and males 

respectively. The NER at primary 

level for the year 1997 E.C. (2004-

05) is 68.5 per cent for both sexes, 

73.2 per cent for males and 63.6 per 

cent for females. 

Even though the trend towards 

achieving universal primary 

education appears to be promising, 

there are some signs that endanger 

the efficiency and effectiveness of 

education. In this regard, the 

following areas are worth 

mentioning and deserve much 

attention: 

— the low percentage of certified 

primary school teachers at the 

second cycle (54.8 per cent in 

2004-05); 

— increasing trend of primary 

pupil-teacher ratio (PTR) at 

national level (60 in 2000/01 

and 66 in 2004/05); 

— increasing trend of pupil-

section ratio (PSR), the target 

set for PSR for both levels 

(primary and secondary) is 60. 

However, in 2004/05 the ratios 

were 69 and 78 for primary and 

secondary schools respectively; 

— high repetition rate (1-8) 3.7 

per cent in 2003/04; and 

— high dropout rate (1-8) 14.4 per 

cent in 2003/04. 

Moreover, other factors such as 

teachers' motivation, the teaching-

learning environment, availability 

of instructional materials, and the 

capacity to realize the goal at local 

level are also areas worth focusing 

on. 

Finally, the writer feels that 

considering the results achieved, 

success is possible in Ethiopia, 

However, but that the Goal will be 

attained only if concerted additional 

action is taken immediately and is 

sustained until 2015. All 

stakeholders including the private 

sector and non-governmental 

organizations (NGOs) need to join 

hands to guarantee quality 

education by enrolling all children 

in school. It is imperative to 

encourage the private sector and 

NGOs via strong government 

leadership, good policies and 

practical strategies to support 

national efforts by filling gaps that 

are left untouched by the 

government educational system. 

Especially in reaching, the 

neglected and disadvantaged 

groups in the cities, 

marginalized segments of society 

in rural areas, minorities in the 

very remote areas, the adult 

population, and disabled people 

the participation of whom seems 

very crucial to maintain 

complete success in this regard. 

Faculty of Teacher Education. St. M arv's University Colleve (SMIJC) 
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What is T e a c h i n g ? 
Pr inc ip les of good t each i ng 

By Kiya Tsegaye 

Mekele University 

Law Student 

eople's concepts of teaching vary; some 

think of it as easy; others as difficult. The 

truth is that it is not easier or more difficult than 

other activities that require professional skills; but 

what many people fail to appreciate is what 

teaching really is and the skills that are actually 

required. 

Teaching and learning are opposite sides of the 

same coin, for a lesson is not taught until it has 

been learned. Teaching, therefore, can be thought 

of as a process that facilitates learning. 

In this process the teacher has an important role to 

play because s/he acts like a catalyst, actively 

stimulating learning. In normal speech, we usually 

say that children are taught by teachers but they 

learn from books. The role of the teacher is 

therefore very important in any teaching strategy, 

especially since her/his direct participation can 

range very widely, from complete control over 

what is learned to minimal intervention. 

A good teacher is one who has a good 

understanding of what his students need to learn 

and also of their capabilities for learning. S/he is 

able to judge, just how far s/he needs to intervene 

in each student's learning and knows the most 

effective way of providing her/his assistance. Thus 

the basic skill of teaching lies in knowing WHO, 

WHAT, WHEN, and HOW to teach. 

Similarly good educational media are those, that 

require the minimum intervention of the teacher. 

The fol lowing are some important points 

among professional skills that a good 

teacher ought to have. 

• S/he establishes a productive classroom atmosphere 

from the start by means of good organization and 

carefully planned teaching structures. 

• S/he creates specific types of methodological settings 

for various lessons, e.g. serious and business like or 

relaxed and enjoyable. 

• S/he uses friendly humour and creates excellent 

teacher-student relations. 

• S/he uses students' ideas as much as possible. 

• S/he gives praise generously to students, whenever 

necessary. 

*l* S/he teaches in a relaxed manner with no sign of 

nervous strain. 

•> S/he exercises good class control and discipline. 

• S/he explains things to students very clearly. 

• S/he includes a variety of activities in the lessons. 

• S/he deals with problems promptly before they 

escalate or get out of hand. 

• S/he uses efficient systems for dealing with routine 

administrative matters such as registrations, giving 

out books, tidying up after practical lessons etc. 

• S/he does not over-react to children's (pupils') 

misbehavior but uses appropriate corrective 

measures. 

• S/he maintains active learning through students' 

participation. 

• S/he understands the level and learning capacity of 

students. 

Sources, 

• . FarrantJ.S Principles and Practice of Education. 

Longman Group UK Ltd 1964 and 1980. 

• Internet on Wikipedia . 
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V V hat keeps me going? Although teaching 

can be difficult and exhausting, seeing children all 

excited about learning and seeing their progress is 

what motivates me to keep on." 

Leemarys, a New York City teacher 

In spite of all the challenges, setbacks, and disappointments, 

millions of teachers worldwide persevere in their chosen 

profession. And what motivates thousands of students to 

strive to qualify to be teachers when they know that they 

may not receive adequate recognition? What keeps them 

going? 

Inna, a Russian school teacher, explained: I t is a wonderful 

experience to see your former students as adults, to hear them 

express that what they learned from you proved to be worth 

while. It is so encouraging when they say that they have found 

memories of the years they spent with you." 

Guiliano, a teacher quoted in preceding articles, said: "One of 

the greatest satisfactions is realizing that you have succeeded in 

stimulating the pupils' interest in a subject For example, after I 

had explained a point of history, some students said: 'Don't stop. 

Tell us more:1 These spontaneous expressions can light up a 

gray morning in school because you realize that you have 

aroused emotions in the youngsters that are new to them. It's 

great to see their focus when their eyes light up because they 

have understood a subject." 

Elena, a teacher in Italy stated: "I believe that satisfaction is 

found more often in the small everyday things, in the pupils' 

little successes, rather than in earth-shattering results, which 

seldom materialize". 

Connie, an Australian, in her early 30's, said: I t is very 

rewarding when a student with whom you have bonded 

academically takes the time to write a letter expressing 

appreciation for your efforts." 

Oscar, from Mendoza, Argentina, shared the same sentiment 

I t makes me feel that it is all worthwhile when my students 

meet me on the street or elsewhere and show appreciation for 

what I have taught them." 

Angel, of Madrid, Spain, said: "The greatest satisfaction 

for me, having dedicated part of my life to this wonderful 

but difficult profession, is, without a doubt, to see young 

ones I have taught become upright men and women, in 

part as a result of my efforts." 

T e a c h i n g 
The Satisfact ion and the Toy 

Alemayehu Abdissa 

Degree ,Law Student 

Leemarys, quoted at the outset, said: "I really feel that 

teachers are a special breed. We are also a little crazy for 

taking on such an amazingly great responsibility. But if 

you can make a difference, be it with ten children or just 

one you did your job, and there is no nicer feeling. You 

do it with joy." 

What about you? Have you ever thanked your teachers? 

Have you, as a student or parent, ever thanked a teacher 

for the time, effort, and interest they have shown? Or 

even sent a thank you note or letter? Arthur, of Nairobi, 

Kenya, made a valid point: "Teachers thrive on 

commendation too. The government, parents, and 

students should highly esteem them and their services." 

Author-teacher Lou Anne Johnson wrote: "For every 

negative letter I receive about a teacher, I receive a 

hundred positive ones, which confirm my belief that 

there are many more good teachers than bad." 

Interestingly, many people actually hire a detective to 

get help in "locating a former teacher." People want to 

find their teachers and thank them. 

Teachers lay the essential foundation for a person's 

education. Even the best professors at the most 

prestigious universities are indebted to teachers who 

took time and effort to prime and cultivate their desire 

for education, knowledge, and understanding. Arthur, 

in Nairobi, says: "All top policy makers in the public 

and private sectors have been taught by a teacher at 

some point in their lives." 

How grateful we should be to those women and men 

who provoked our curiosity, who stirred the mind and 

the heart, who showed us how to satisfy our thirst for 

knowledge and understanding! 

From this point of view we all are responsible to give 

appreciation and reward to our Ethiopian teachers. 

Because, teaching and teachers are the corner stones 

of our millennium goals and results thereof! 

Faculty of Teacher Education. St. M arv's University Colleve (SMIJC) 
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Time comes. Time 
goes. Seconds give way to minutes, 
minutes to hours, hours to days, days 
to weeks, weeks to months, months 
to years, years to decades, decades to 
centuries, centuries to millennia .... 
This natural phenomenon has been 
going on since the time men started to 
exist on earth without any 
interruption and no power seems to 
have an influence on this law of 
nature, either to stop or to change the 
rhythm of the process. The only 
option we human beings have is to co-
exist with it in harmony as very few of 
us have been trying to do so up until 
this very day. 

We have many idioms to express the 
essence and importance of time: Such 
as. Time is precious. Time flies. Don't 
kill time. Time is best teacher. Time is 
Gold, etc. But to the dismay of 
human history, the number of 
people who make good use of time is 
discouragingly very less than those 
who don't. The current grotesque 
status quo of our world itself can serve 
as a living witness to clearly 
apprehend this global fact. Those of 
us, who understood the correlation 
between the mortality of man and the 
immortality of time, have been trying 
our best to make good history by the 
good use of our time. On the other 
hand, those of us who couldn't 
understand how to make good history, 
through our good use of time, have 
been doing evil deeds that worsen or 
at times exterminate the lives of many 
people all over the world. Human 
history has been registering all these 
kinds of constructive and destructive 
activities of ours throughout the ages. 
Ethiopia, as part of the rest of t3p«e 

Evening c a m e and 
The Eve of the Third 

Millennium 

c a m e : 

By: Fanta Ayalew, 
St. Mary's University College, 

Languages Department 

world, has traversed across countless 
ups and downs in the past and is 
now found on the threshold of the 
third millennium that is expected 
to begin some eight months later 
from now. In the millennia our 
ancestors and we were through, 
there are in fact some positive 
achievements that are 

praiseworthy. Nevertheless, it is 
true that there is much more to do 
by us if we would like to change our 
remorseful image in the 
forthcoming 

new 
millennium. In 

this regard, we are expected to work 
hard and reverse the things that 
have gone astray. 

By jtfie way, if you don't mind, I 
wô ld be very happy to say 
southing as to when Ethiopia, as a 
n̂ jtjpn with its own unique calendar, 
sh(0juld celebrate the beginning of 
fysjr new millennium. Frankly 
speaking, when I learned that the 
inauguration ceremony of the third 
jpillennium was to take place on 
Sept. 12, 2007 (Meskerem 1, 2000), I 
almost went doolally and nothing 
(Consoled my disappointment for 
several weeks, but at last, thanks to 
time itself, I got acclimatized with 
the confusing situation and tried to 
live with it. 

In the near past, I used to hear people 
saying "Happy new Ethiopian 

millennium, I wish you good health and 
prosperity in this third millennium. ..." 
These and other expressions of good 
wish by themselves are not bad, rather, 
they are nice to say as well as to hear, 
especially when they are used in their 
proper timing. In this case, I was very 
happy when I heard "Happy New Year," 
for I strongly believe and argue that our 
millennium is not yet started. Believe 
me, I don't have any vested interest in 
my crave to argue. To be more frank, 
I wouldn't have any objection even if 
we celebrate it ten years before or 
fifteen years after so long as we agree 
that the exact date for the celebration 
of this grand revelry, the third 
millennium of Ethiopia, is Sept. 11, 
2008 (Meskerem 1, 2001). I don't have 
any grudge on how, where, or why it 
should conspicuously be inaugurated. 
My logical question lies solely on our 
calculation to identify which date 
should be marked as the first day of 
the first year in the third Ethiopian 
Millennium. 

In light of this, unless a millennium 
is meant an era that consists of 999 
years, if it has to have 1000 years, 
whatever we may call it, the third 
millennium, or the new millennium, 
or the 21st century of Ethiopia begins 
as of Meskerem 1, 2001 (Sept. 11, 
2008). But now, at this moment, 
whether we like it or not, we are 
still in the last calendar year of the 
Ethiopian second millennium. 
Having said this, I would like to 
remind you of some of our 

3 
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social malaise along with my 

personal suggestions as part of a 

solution. 

In the first place, I don't think we 
deny our multifaceted chronic 
problems that have been 
accumulated for centuries. And we 
all should be convinced that they 
need our determination and change 
of attitude in the find of their 
solutions. For example, problems 
such as migration of people (skilled 
or unskilled), hunger, drought, 
diseases like HIV/AIDS and malaria, 
over population, illiteracy, 
unemployment, ever increasing cost 
of living, corruption, inflation, 
hopelessness with all its 
consequential effects ... should get 
due attention in a synchronized 
manner if we aspire to see the 
eradication of poverty from the 
surfacp of our country. To this end, 
we can mention some important 
points, especially from the point of 
view of culture and religion, that 
should be considered as an antidote 
in the healing of these and other 
deadliest infections in the 
socioeconomic formation of our 
society. 

Seriously speaking, it must be time 
for all of us to say "enough is 
enough" to our petrifying problems. 
It doesn't matter whatever they are, 
whensoever they started to exist, or 
by whomever they came into being. 
The main thing we have to do now 
must be to get ourselves out of those 
shackles, the shackles that have 
demeaned us almost to the level of 
nothingness, even to the extent of 
being considered as subhuman in 
some worst cases. As a matter of 

fact, a human being that has lost 
their dignity, a human creature that 
has almost been reduced to 
nothingness, a society that urgently 
needs a miraculous outlet to come 
out of the thickest darkness of 
poverty, a nation that has become an 
example of failure and entanglement 
in a time warp, ... has no time, even 
a fraction of a second, to keep on 
going as usual. It is time for us to 
open our eyes and see the light. 
When we are able to see the light, 
then we can see the truth; when we 
are able to see the truth, then we 
will have the courage to liberate 
ourselves. For sure no one else 
knows darkness much better than 
us. Whatever euphemistic words 
and phrases we might have been 
using to forget that we were in 
darkness, none of them helped us 
for example, to accommodate job 
opportunities to the plethora of our 
young citizens who become an easy 
prey of sea animals when trying to 
cross overseas or to our daughters 
whose lot has nowadays intrinsically 
been associated with an untold 
suffering in the Arab world. We 
have to have the courage to see the 
misery of the majority. Infact, some 
of us may lead a luxurious life in or 
out of the country. But that does 
not mean all Ethiopians are living 
that way. In this regard, in the new 
millennium, we must get ourselves 
changed in many aspects with the 
conviction that our real change 
becomes necessary in many ways. 
Firstly, unless the scenario in our 
country changes possibly in the 
shortest period of time, we are 
about to get precipitated headlong 

into an abyss of total perdition. No 
matter how some of us lead quite a 
sumptuous life, as mentioned here 
above, or qualify for the utmost 
salary paid in the world, or 
construct skyscrapers sporadically 
here and there, or be able to ride 
our limousines on first grade 
asphalt roads and feel as if we are 
living in the first world, or send 
our children to the best of best 
schools, etc the reality on the 
ground here in our country is 
extremely different and 
heartbreaking. Secondly, 

allegorically speaking, if the ocean 
is disturbed and stained as well, it 
is unlikely that the fish in it live 
peacefully due to the fact that 
they also need a habitat free of 
any insecurity. If there is any sort 
of danger that may result in any 
insecurity, the life of the fish will be 
at stake. Likewise, as the general 
lives for the particular, the particular 
also should learn how to live for the 
general. In this regard, we have to 
examine ourselves and create mutual 
understanding in order to coexist on 
our own soil. To this effect, we all 
need a change of attitude and 
behavior in the new era. To bring 
about a change of attitude and 
behaviour, we need to change our 
old mentality. Unless we change the 
way we used to think about 
ourselves, our environment, our 
community, our friends, our 
everything,... our promises and 
plans won't be fruitful, rather they 
will remain a lip-service and will be 
having a detrimental effect on our 
coexistence in exacerbating 
relations. Therefore, if we want to 
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see our goals achieved, everyone of 

us should start the campaign within 

ourselves. As a matter of fact, any 

campaign becomes successful only if 

all the campaigners truly stand for 

the same purpose in unison. 

Otherwise, if they fail to be one 

hearted, they will fall apart. 

By the same token, we Ethiopians 

should gather momentum and gallop 

our horse in a new direction, a 

direction that would be beneficial 

to all. It is quite understandable 

that we have learned a lot from 

our dark ages. We now know how 

to kill each other, how to obstruct 

the visions or plans of each other, 

how to trick one another, how to 

lay traps to each other. Truly 

speaking, most of us are 

accustomed to rejoice in pyrrhic 

victories due to the reciprocal 

effects of which our country has 

been suffering a Sot in both human 

life and material destruction. We 

smartly know how to get 

immersed in an utterly 

meaningless tug-of-war, which has 

been playing a major role in 

stunting the over all growth and 

development of our country at 

large. By and large, if we pause for 

a while and look into our 

innermost, we can really observe 

dozens of ridiculous follies and 

unbelievable absurdities. It is quite 

a pity that most of our cultural and 

religious values along with the 

social norms and niceties which in 

the past used as a bond to cement 

the society have been giving way 

to an alien form of social 

interaction, an interaction void of 

human element in it. We have to 

admit now that it is the snow 

balling effect of all those oddities 

and irrationalities that has plunged 

us into an anomalous situation 

wherein the vast majority of our 

population is forced to lead far 

below hand-to-mouth existence. It 

is therefore, vitally important that 

we should try to live the leeside of 

our past. We can start it now, just 

in our family, in our village, in our 

'Edir', in our working places, in 

taxis and buses, ... 

A change within 
There is no deadline for someone to 

change their behavior from bad to 

good as long as they realize that 

there is a need for change and the 

change is truly important for 

personal and societal growth and 

development. At the same time, we 

have to understand that our change 

of behavior is an indispensable 

input towards the achievement of 

the millennium goals. Here what 

we don't have to forget is that we 

should expect changes through 

time, not just overnight. But we 

have to start changing ourselves now 

for tomorrow is too far. And as the 

road to perfection is bending and 

tiresome, we don't have to be 

extremely perfectionist and 

overambitious. "Rome is not "built 

overnight". Provided that we 

dedicate ourselves for communal 

prosperity and social upheaval, we 

will definitely be able to see changes 

in a short period of time. To this 

end, we all have to ready ourselves 

to accept a new personality the make 

of which may demand our 

determination to the extent of 

metamorphosing our old mentality 

& attitude for the betterment of our 

future. As a matter of fact, casting a 

new personality from the old one 

may seem difficult especially when 

the process of change itself needs a 

great deal of good will and sacrifice. 

Nevertheless, we do not have to be 

disheartened by any unyielding 

circumstance. 

People are heard saying, "where 

there is a will there is a way," to 

mean that nothing is impossible if 

we do have the good will. Hence, if 

we genuinely try our best to bring 

about a change within ourselves, 

nothing can hinder us from doing 

so. And if every one of us look into 

ourselves and take the necessary 

corrective measures based on what 

our country and we crucially need 

today, it is inevitable that we will 

succeed. It is then that the 

aforementioned social problems will 

give way to our renaissance and our 

country will repossess her historical 

place from which she has 

systematically been shunned by her 

rivals for a good number of 

centuries in the past. 

Among others, one can ask these 

questions for the introspection. As a 

student, do I study hard to acquire 

the necessary knowledge in my field 

of study? Or do I try only to pass 

tests and exams by any means? Do I 

have a vision to become a great 

scholar so that my country would be 

benefited a lot? Am I free of any 

addictions that could hamper my 

vision? Do I have the necessary 

knowledge that befits me to my 

educational status? .... As a teacher, 

do I have the necessary knowledge to 

to be continued on page 19 
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Interview 

In the third issue of our bulletin, we have invited two instructors from two higher education institutions, one from 
Addis Ababa University and the other from Unity University College. They are husband and wife. It is our conviction 
that especially the younger generation could benefit a lot from the experience of these dedicated teachers who have 
come across various challenges to attain the success under their disposal. Leading a marital family life on one hand, 
and earning the first and second degrees on the other hand were the major strives of this couple. How could they 
manage to get a double success? What do they feel in such state of triumph? Let's hear the answers of these and 
other questions from them. Ato Getachew Alemu and W/ro Haregewoin Fantahun speak as follows. 

The Teacher: Either of you could answer this 
question, where and how did you establish your 
nuptial relationship? 

Ato Getachew: We met at Kotebe College of Teacher 

Education in 1977 E.C. that is before 22 years. It was 

accidental, a matter of mere coincidence. She came from 

Southern Wollo; I was from Addis Ababa. We were 

assigned in the same department, English Department. 

Fortunately, we became classmates and were doing group 

works together. Then I was attracted by the fact that she 

was too young and very intelligent as well even far better 

than many boys. I very much believe in internal beauty as 

external beauty fades away. So, I asked her to be my 

girlfriend. At the beginning I had no 

intention of getting 

married because we 

didn't know where the 

Ministry of Education 

could send us to. However, 

she proposed 'marriage' and I 

agreed. There were lots of 

barriers. After graduation, I 

had to go to Arsi while she had 

to remain in the then Shoa 

story is long. But thanks to the almighty God, we managed 

to remain in Shoa. Then both of us were assigned as high 

school English teachers in the then Selale Awraja. All these 

incidents reinforced my attitude towards having a decent 

marriage life. We then started to enjoy the fruit of life. How 

sweet it is! We respect each other. We are always like sister 

and brother. Sometimes we even forget that we are husband 

and wife. You know, when I was at Kotebe I was a chain 

smoker. Also I used to drink. The first thing she asked me 

when we met for the first time was whether I could give up 

smoking. I did it on the spot though it was the biggest 

challenge I had ever experienced in my life. Had it not been 

because of my lovely wife, I would have not been here. 

Now, it's our 23rd year since we met, but we always have 

fresh love. 

The Teacher: Would you please tell us your 
family and educational background? 

Haregewoin: Let me take the turn. We have only a son 

but we brought up three of our close relatives. In 

addition, we are expected to support our parents 

wherever they live. However, thanks to God, we 

have a very happy and devoted 

Christian family. All of us 

believe in God so we 

have a peaceful family. 

A worthmentioning 

point here is that Gecho 

and I trust each other and 

also we are so faithful to 

each other. We love our 

family and have joyful life. 

Concerning our education, we 

began with diploma from KCTE, then earned our 

first and second degrees from A.A.U. Both of us 

earned our MA in TEFL four years ago. One thing that 

always makes us happy and different is that in all 

these study programmes, we were in the same stream 

(English language), the same faculty, the same 

department and were classmates. So, we specialised in 

the same field. (TEFL). Don't you think we are lucky? 

Graduating three times together? This gave us a 
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chance to understand each other and become 

successful in our academic career. Sometimes, there is 

a kind of competition between us. This is really a 

positive and healthy competition. To be frank with 

you, sometimes, I achieve better than Gecho because I 

used to work hard. He has no patience to read for long 

hours, he likes sleeping. Anyway I believe that he is 

happy about that and it is my belief that he is proud of 

having such a competitive wife. Isn't it true, Gech? 

Getachew: Yes, I'm really proud of you. 

The Teacher: How is it difficult to economically 
support and take care of one's family while 
attending their degree programs? For example, if 
both of you joined the AAU at the same time, who 
else was taking care of the family? 

Getachew: Actually we have a small family, 

about four. Right from the beginning we know that 

it is difficult to pursue our further education if we 

have a large family. Therefore, we decided to limit 

the size of our family. Nevertheless, we are 

Ethiopians; we are supposed to support our 

relatives. That makes life challenging. But we 

always give priority to education. Other things are 

secondary. Sometimes in order to achieve your goal 

you have to pay sacrifice. We have passed through 

many ups and downs. We had to face them 

accordingly. We don't have to give our hands to 

temporary problems easily. For example, we were 

living in a rented house, we had to teach our 

brothers in private colleges. For our MA study, we 

both were self sponsored. With all the challenges, 

everything passed. We are now enjoying our life. 

We built our own house, we have two private cars, 

all our brothers are now employees and our son is 

in Grade 11. This shows that a better tomorrow is 

possible if we keep on working hard. 

When we were at AAU we were responsible to take 

care of our family. On one hand, we were working; on 

the other hand we were students. We had to spend the 

night working on papers. It was a big challenge. 

However we didn't feel the pain because we were 

supporting each other. We used to encourage one 

another. Thanks to God we are the happiest couple 

without exaggeration. Haregewoin is honest and 

straight forward. She has an all rounded personality. 

Her interaction with the community, her being a 

wonderful cook, and her far sightedness are some of 

her qualities I appreciate. In short if there is a genuine 

love I don't think there is even a single space for a 

problem that threatens one's marital relationship. You 

know, we are satisfied and happy with what we have 

now. 

The Teacher: Would you tell us the institutions 
you have been serving up until this day? In 
addition, have both of you ever worked in the same 
school or institution? 

- Haregewoin: I began teaching at Gerbe Guracha 

High School while Gecho was at Fitche 

Comprehensive High School. In 1980 E.C. I was 

transferred to Fitche and we stayed there till the end 

of 1983. Then we came to Addis and I taught at Assai 

Public School for eight years. In September 1993 E.C, I 

joined Royal College; then I moved to SMUC in 1996 

E.C. After 3 years stay at SMUC, I joined AAU, i.e. as 

of the beginning of last year. 

Getachew: After coming back to Addis, I taught at 

Bethlehem Public School for four years, another four 

years at St. Joseph School and this is my 8th year at 

Unity University College. These are the institutions 

we have worked for as full timers. But, as we have 

finished our regular classes, we have also tutored 

students, written different modules and carried out 

research projects for individuals and institutions. One 

important thing I would like to emphasize is that we 

do every thing together, even we mark exam papers by 

helping each other. 

The Teacher: This question goes to W/ro 
Haregewoin ... As a matter of fact, to get engaged 
in teaching as a profession, to lead a household as 
a wife, to rear babies /a baby in your case/ as a 
mother and to attend a higher education degree 
program seem to be pretty difficult tasks to handle 
at a time. Then, how could you manage to face all 
those challenging difficulties and what was the role 
of your husband, in this regard? 
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Haregewoin: Obviously, it's so hard. But, thanks to 

God I have a very kind husband and all the members of 

my family are good. They all share household 

responsibilities. They even help me in the kitchen 

whenever we don't have a house maid. Especially, Gecho 

is so helpful to me. We both have specialized in TEFL. 

Most of the time we offer the same courses, so our duties 

and responsibilities are similar. When I've lots of 

academic tasks, he helps me, and I do too. He always 

stands by to give me a drive to my work places. He is also 

good at arranging the house and shopping. This 

unreserved support from my family enables me to 

manage family life and my work together easily and 

happily. 

The Teacher: After all those years of life 
struggle, what do you feel now, a sense of 
complacence or what? Shall we expect 
another academic success from you in the 
years to come? 

Getachew: Now, we really feel happy. Thanks to 

God we have everything for life. We have our own 

little house, our own car and a decent job. What do 

we want more than this? In fact human need is 

unlimited. But, to tell you the truth we are always 

satisfied with what we have. More than anything, 

our love is blossoming from time to time. It is now 

nearly 23 years since we get married. However, for 

us it is like 23 days. We don't remember those long 

years of marriage life because we are always new and 

fresh. In the years to come, we are hoping to 

continue our study. We have a very strong ambition 

to obtain our PhD in the future. 

The Teacher: As a final question, would you 

please tell us any of your experiences that you 

think is/are/ very unforgettable if there are 

any? 

Getachew: Well, as a human being, every one may 

have various experiences, good or bad. As to ours, for 

example, we never forget the day we won the stiff 

competition for continuing our study at advanced 

standing level. A quota of two English language 

teachers was given to the then Selale Awraja. We 

were selected because we had the highest GPA 

relatively. That day remains unforgotten to us 

forever. 

The Teacher: Thank you very much. 

Idioms 

Choose the best alternative 

1. He is born with a silver spoon in his 
mouth. 

a. is a son to a merchant 

b. is a son to a mayor 

c. is a son of a wealthy person 

2. She is the blackship of the family. 

a. is someone to be proud of 

b. is somebody to be ashamed of 
c. is someone to be dependent 

upon 

3. W h a t you say doesn't hold water. 

a. is full of tangible facts 

b. is full of lame excuses 

c. is by no means convincing 

4. It has been raining cats and dogs. 

a. heavy rain 

b. prickles 

c. perennial rainfall 
5. They finally tied a knot and started 

to live under one roof. 

a. agreed to share a building 
b. agreed to live together as 

spouses 

c. Agreed to navigate the same ship 

h-n-fc AJ&7H 
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"Men talk of killing 

time, while time quietly 

kills them." 

Dion Boucicault 
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RESEARCH 

LINGUISTICS AND LANGUAGE TEACHING: 

AN ASSESSMENT OF THEIR RELATIONSHIP 

Introduction 

n the history of language 

teaching, linguistics has 

played its own role. As 

Stern (1993) puts it, the trend in 

language teaching has shifted from 

complete dominance by or direct 

application of linguistics to using it 

as a resource. Stern also mentions 

that it had played no part in the 

interwar period, after which its 

dominance reached its culmination 

point. It is after linguistics claimed 

such an exaggerated position in 

language teaching that linguists 

began warning language teachers to 

evaluate the merits and demerits of 

any linguistic theory before trying to 

make use of them. 

The Controversy 
The relevance of linguistics to 
language teaching has been a 
controversy for a long time. Some 
language teachers highly questioned 
the relationship of the two disciplines 
and openly declared that there is no 
real connection. Others tried to show 
the theoretical and practical base 
linguistics has offered to a second 
l anguage teacher . Yet others 
expressed their doubt about the 
relevance of each and every linguistic 
and language acquisition theories to 
second language teaching and 
suggested that teacher trainers 

By: Habtamu Lemma, 

St. Mary's University College, 

Department of Languages 

promote those theories which could be 
relevant to their trainees. 
The above three stands were 
reflected by ELT scholars in an E-
Journal discussion I recently came 
across. Of the prominent scholars who 
argued against the relevance of 
linguistics to language teaching is 
Charles Nelson, Kean University, USA. 
His argument revolves around the 
premise that "linguistics does not 
provide an understanding of how 
language is really organized because 
it is a formal theory that pays almost 
no attention to acquisition." The first 
part of Nelson's argument seems 
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unclear for what linguistics is all 
about is forming generalizations and 
theories of how the sound, word and 
sentence patterns of a language work. 
It seems that Nelson wanted to argue 
that no theory of language has 
successfully explained how language 
is organized. Even that is denying the 
fact that generative and structural 
theories have partially explained 
what language is. Richards and 
Rodgers (1986) say linguistic theories 
developed so far and methods of 
language teaching dealt with a 
portion of what language is. But until 
we have a more comprehensive 
linguistic theory that explains what 
language really is, we must rely on 
different theories that give partial, but 
successful, explanation of it. 
The second part of the argument, that 
these formal theories do not pay 
"almost no attention to acquisition" is 
unde rs tandab le . The d ispar i t y 
between the preoccupation of the 
linguist and the language teacher 
could be a good ground for Nelson's 
argument. The linguist tries to form 
generalizations of the sound, word, 
and sentence patterns of a language 
and is not pre-occupied with how to 
teach that language. The language 
teacher's concern, on the other hand, is 
the latter. 

Nelson also rejects linguistics on the 
ground that it "has taken over the old 
realm of grammar ... and given it new 
names, but it still remains much the 
same content." Here, Nelson is 
referring to the general consensus 
reached after the debate on the 
importance of formal grammar 
teaching. The outcome of the debate, 
which later on was backed up by 
intensive research, is that formal 
grammar teaching has very few to 
o f fe r in enabl ing students to 
communicate with the language. 
Nelson's argument is, if we believe 
that formal grammar teaching has 
very few to offer learners to develop 
their communicative competence, there 

is no need to accept linguistics to 
language teaching because the 
content it offers is no different. 
According to Nelson, all a foreign 
language teacher has to know is the 
target language itself, how it works in 
use and names for grammatical 
constituents. And for understanding 
and guidance of what the teacher 
does in the classroom and how 
students leam, Nelson advises the 
teacher to refer to social and 
psychological theories of learning. 
Nelson's argument seems to have a 
major loophole. He fails to show 
clearly why a discipline like linguistics 
whose major concern is language 
itself, should not be consulted at least 
as a possible resource for the 
l a n g u a g e t e a c h e r , wh i l e he 
recommends social and psychological 
theories of learning whose Prime focus 
is not language learning. 
On the other hand, scholars like Bill 
Snyder, Bilkent University, Ankara, 
Turkey and Joanne Pettis, argue for 
the re levance of linguistics to 
language teaching. Snyder, for 
instance, underscores that linguistics 
provides "competing views on the 
nature of language structure and its 
function", which teacher educators can 
choose from in order to equip their 
trainees with the required knowledge. 
Snyder seems to believe that all 
linguistic views about language may 
not be valid, and only those with 
sound views about language should 
be given due attention. 
In the same way, Pettis tries to show 
the re levance of linguistics to 
language teaching by forming an 
analogy between language teaching 
and studies of methodology, curriculum 
and testing. According to her, these 
courses are offered to teachers so that 
they can rely on their knowledge of 
these areas to help students develop 
their communicative competence in the 
best way possible. By the same token, 
knowledge of linguistics can be a 

better guide for the language teacher 
because linguistics is a field of study 
on how languages are organized. 
The contribution of linguistics in 
formulating theories of language is 
also one strong point mentioned by 
scholars in favor of the relationship. In 
addition to these theories dominating 
language teaching practices in the 
past (Stern, 1983), the recent and 
most accepted goal of language 
t e a c h i n g , i .e . c o m m u n i c a t i v e 
competence, is informed by linguistics. 
Our knowledge of language being 
both rule-governed and creative is 
another contribution of linguistics to 
language teaching. The assumption is 
that the teacher who is well informed 
about the different theories of 
language can use their knowledge of 
it to form their own theories of 
teaching more effectively than the 
uninformed one [Ibid]. 
Snyder's conclusion of the argument 
better sums up the discussion in favour 
of the relationship. Every classroom 
practice of the ESL/EFL teacher is 
based on a certain theory of 
language and of learning be it 
conscious or unconscious; and all else 
being equal, the teacher who can 
explain the reason for his choice of a 
language theory or learning theory is 
better than the one who cannot. 
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The Ethiopian C H E RITA GE 

Calendar By: Mengistu Gobezie, 

St. Mary's University College, 

Department of Social sciences 

c 
^ ^ thiopia is the only African country having 

• J its own form of ancient calendar that has 

survived for thousands of vears. This 

ancient calendar is said to have been evolved from 

other oldest calendars mainly the Julian and the 

ancient Egyptian (Coptic) calendar systems though it 

is unique with no resemblance in the world today. 

Initially, most of the major calendar systems of the 

world seem to have been derived from the same 

source. The pioneer calendar was based onr the work 

of the ancient Egyptian astronomers who discovered 

that the solar year lasted for 365 V\ days. It was then 

modified by the Roman Emperor, Julius Caesar who 

developed his own calendar based on the former. 

The Julian calendar system was again inherited by 
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ancient Egyptians (Copts) and built their own 

calendar svstem upon it. In due course, the Copts 

handed this calendar together with other methods of 

computing the date of religious holidays to their 

descendants and the Ethiopian Orthodox Church 

which was under their jurisdiction for about 1600 

years. It is the Ethiopian Orthodox church, hence, 

that had contributed the calendar system to the 

country along with many other important things 

including the writing system. 

CuniinueO 

Tips on Ge'ez Alphabet 
and Numerals 

~~̂  thiopia is known to be the only country in 

-df Africa that possesses its own unique 

alphabet and numerals for more than 2000 years. Its 

alphabet is known as EthiopiCor Ge'ez. Locally, it is 

called 'Fidel' (literally means 'letter'). Formerly, the 

writing system of Ge'ez script was called 'ABUGIDA' 

(Ml-7.4). But nowadays, it is called 'HA-LE-HA-ME' 

(UArli*®). 

The Ge'ez alphabet has been serving as the script of 

the Ge'ez language for thousands of years. Ge'ez was 

an ancient and classical Ethiopian language that 

belongs to the south Semitic group and closely related 

to the Sabean. It had been an official language in 

Ethiopia at least from the Aksumite period upto the 

rise of Emperor Tewodros II to power in 1855. At 

present, Ge'ez is serving only as the liturgical 

language of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church. However 

its letters are used especially by the for Amharic (the 

official language) and Tigrigna speakers. 

The Ge'ez alphabet is said to have been derived from 

the Sabean alphabet. As an evidence, there are 24 

corresponding characters of Ge'ez and the Sabean 

alphabet as shown in the table below. 

Geez (/ A <h cm IP £ ft T* n f' 7 

s'b"° v 1 T 3 * h 4 

ui i pjge 15 
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It is important to note that the Sabean language was 

once a spoken and literary language of the Aksumite 

empire before the development of Ge'ez. It was perhaps 

introduced into Ethiopia by the south Arabian 

immigrants around the 5th century B.C. 

Continued on page 16 
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The Ethiopian ... 
Continued from page 14 

The Julian Calendar was a widely 

accepted calendar by the Christian 

world until it was modified by pope 

Gregory XIII in 1582 A.D. This 

new modified calendar has been 

known as the Gregorian calendar 

named after pope Gregory XIII. 

The pope is said to have reformed 

the Julian calendar due to the fact 

that the Easter holiday was 

drifting away from its spring time 

origins and so lost its relations 

with the Jewish Passover. Since 

then (1582), the Gregorian 

calendar has become the religious, 

cultural and civil calendar for most 

of the Western World. However, 

due to the ideological differences, 

the Eastern and the Ethiopian 

Orthodox Churches did not accept 

the Gregorian calendar. Instead, 

they have continued to use the 

Julian based calendar system with 

lunar tables for calculating Easter 

together with other religious and 

cultural holidays. 

The year of Ethiopian calendar 

contains 365 days to which an 

extra day is added in every fourth 

year which thus becomes 366 days 

then. Each year is divided into 13 

months. The first month of the 

year is September and the last (the 

13th) month is Pagumue, which 

comes after August. Each month 

(from September to August) has 30 

days and the 13th month, 

Pagumue, has 5 days arid /or 6 

days in a leap year (every four 

years). The Ethiopian leap day is 

Pagumue 6. 

The Ethiopian Orthodox church 

has played the major role in 

initiating, developing and 

maintaining the Ethiopian 

calendar system. According to 

the church, the calendar in 

general and its holidays in 

particular are calculated based 

on the traditional document 

called 'Bahre Hassab'! (Sea of 

Thought). The rules of 

calculation were established by 

Abba Demetros of Alexanderia, 

archbishop of the Coptic 

Orthodox church. Accordingly, 

it is possible to know in advance 

the date of Easter and other 

Christian fasting days as well. 

The Ethiopian Orthodox church 

begins to count the calendar 

since the creation of the world. 

According to her belief, God 

created the world 5500 years 

before the birth of Jesus Christ. 

It is now 2000 since Jesus Christ 

was born. The period from the 

creation of the world up to the 

end of the world is believed to 

be eight thousand years and 

known as 'Amete Alem' or 'year 

of the world'. It comprises the 

years both before and after the 

birth of Jesus Christ. The old era 

which is equivalent to the years 

before Christ (B.C.) is termed as 

'Zemene Bluy' (B.C.) (period of 

the Old Testament). The years 

after the birth of Christ (A.D.) is 

called 'Zemene Haddis' (period 

of the New Testament). The latter 

one is also termed as 'Amete 

Mihret' (year of Mercy). Based on 

the time line we are now in the year 

7500 of the eighth Millennium, 

which is the sum of 5500 (years 

before Christ) and 2000 (years after 

the birth of Christ). 

Years of the Ethiopian calendar 

have a four-year cycle. Each year 

in this four year period is 

dedicated to one of the four 

Evangelists who come in the 

usual order as Mathew, Mark, 

Luke and John, respectively. 

The year of Luke is the 

Ethiopian leap year. In other 

words, the extra day of the leaps 

is added at the end of the period 

of Luke. Each year has four 

seasons similar to autumn, 

winter, spring and summer. 

Although the Gregorian and the 

Ethiopian calendars have the same 

number of days in a year i.e. 365 

and/or 366 days in a leap year, the 

number of days in each month and 

the number of months in each year 

is different. The Ethiopian calendar 

is always seven years and eight 

months behind the Gregorian 

calendar between September and 

December and 8 years and 4 months 

behind January and August. Hie 

Gregorian calendar consists of 12 

months with January, March, May, 

July, August, October and 

December having 31 days; April, 

June, September, and November 

30 days, and February having 28 

days (29 days in leap year). 

4 Faculty of Teacher Education. St. M arv's University Colleve (SMIJC) 
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There are various speculations 

regarding the discrepancy 

between the Gregorian and the 

Ethiopian calendars. The former 

one is inflated but the later is 

delayed. Some have suggested 

that the discrepancy is resulted 

from the differences between the 

Ethiopian Orthodox and the 

Roman Catholic Churches to 

date the creation of the world. 

Others say the difference has 

happened due to the continuity 

of the Ethiopian calendar years 

after the completion of 5500 

years but modifications had 

been made in the Gregorian 

calendar particularly by Pope 

Gregory XIII in 1582. Some 

others presume that the 

difference could occur due to 

the fact that the news of the 

birth of Jesus Christ was heard 

in Ethiopia some seven years 

after the real timing. However, 

this is not acceptable because 

there are various evidences 

that can testify the arrival of 

the news into Ethiopia even 

before it reached the Western 

World and the Romans as well. 

Ethiopia has also its own way 

of telling time. Each day has 24 

hours with 12 hours of day 

light followed by 12 hours of 

the night. In other words, 24 

hours are equally divided into 

day and night, each consisting 

of 12 hours from sunrise to sunset 

and' vice versa. Ethiopian days 

begin at sunrise at 1:00 local time 

(7:00 a.m.) and the end is around 

sunset at 12:00 local time (6:00 

pm). However, it should be clear 

that the Ethiopian clock time is six 

hours different from the 

international one. For instance, 

one o'clock Ethiopian time in the 

morning is exactly seven o'clock 

in the international time. In 

addition, the local time here is 

three hours ahead of Greenwich 

Mean Time (GMT) or Coordinated 

Universal Time (UTC). For 

example, eight hours in Ethiopia is 

equal to five hours GMT. 

The Ethiopian Calendar is also 

sometimes known as the Ge'ez 

calendar. The names of both 

the months and days of the 

week are derived from the 

Ge'ez words. 

References 
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Tips o n ... 
Continued from page 14 

The oldest evidences of Ge'ez 

alphabets were discovered in the 

inscriptions of Matara (a site 

around Axum) and this dates 

back to the 5th century B.C. 

However, they are only 

consonants without vowels. 

Similarly, Ge'ez consonants that 

were used to write the royal 

inscriptions of the kingdom of 

Damat were discovered in Yeha. 

Damat was an Ethiopian state 

existed immediately before 

Aksum. 

The first vocalized Ge'ez texts 

with vowels are dated to the 4th 

century A.D. during the reign of 

king Ezana. The Ge'ez vowels 

are said to be created by St. 

Fremnatos, the 1st bishop of the 

Ethiopian Orthodox Church. He 

is also known to have designed 

the writing style from left to 

write across the page on 

horizontal lines. 

At present, each symbol of the 

Ge'ez alphabet represents a 

combination of consonants and 

vowels. They are organized into 

groups of similar symbols on 

the basis of both the consonant 

and vowel. There were about 

26 basic consonant symbols 

used to write Ge'ez. However, 

due to the differences in 

phonological structure between 

Ge'ez and Amharic languages, 

seven additional symbols are 

created for the later, which 

make the total number thirty 

three (33). 

Like the alphabet, Ethiopia has 

also its own unique number 

system. These numbers are also 

called Ge'ez numbers. Each 

number is letter-like symbol and 

has bars above and below it. 

Cont inued on page 28 
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A Polish man moved to the USA and 
married an American woman. 
Although his English was far from 
perfect, they got along very well 
until one day he rushed into a 
lawyer's office and asked him if he 
could arrange a divorce for him -
"very quick." The lawyer said that 
the speed for getting a divorce 
would depend on the circumstance, 
and asked him the following 
questions: 

LAWYER: 

POLE: 

LAWYER: 

POLE: 

LAWYER: 

POLE: 

LAWYER: 

POLE: 

LAWYER: 

POLE: 

LAWYER: 

POLE: 

LAWYER: 

POLE: 

LAWYER: 

POLE: 

"Have you any ground?" 

"JA, JA, acre and half and 

nice little home." 

"No," I mean what is the 

foundation of this case?" 

"It made of concrete." 

"Does either of you have a 

real grudge?" 

"No, we have carport, and 

not need one." 

"I mean, What are your 

relations like?" 

"All my relations still in 

Poland." 

"Is there any infidelity in your 

marriage?" 

" Ja , we have hi-fidelity 

stereo set and good DVD 

player. 

"Does your wife beat you 

up?" 

"No, I always up before her." 

"Is your wife a nagger?" 

"No, she white." 

"WHY do you want this 

divorce?" 

"She going to kill me." 

Edutainment 

LAWYER: "What makes you think that?" 

POLE: "I got proof." 

LAWYER: "What kind of proof?" 

POLE: "She going to poison me. She 
buy a bottle at drugstore 
and put on shelf in bathroom. 
I can read, and it say, 'Polish 
Remover'." 

©©© 

New York - A public school teacher 
was arrested today at John F. Kennedy 
International Airport as he attempted 
to board a flight while in possession of 
rulers, a protractor, a set square, a 
slide rule and a calculator. 

At a morning press conference. 
Attorney General John Ashcroft said he 
believes the man is a member of the 
notorious Al-gebra movement. 

He did not identify the man, who has 
been charged by the FBI with carrying 
weapons of math instruction. 

"Al-gebra is a problem for us," 
Ashcroft said. "They desire solutions by 
means and extremes, and sometimes 
go off on tangents in a search of 
absolute value. 

They use secret code names like 'x' and 
'y' and refer to themselves as 
'unknowns', but we have determined 
they belong to a common denominator 
of the axis of medieval with 
coordinates in every country. 
As the Greek philanderer Isosceles 
used to say, 'There are 3 sides to 
every triangle'. 

When asked to comment on the arrest, 
President Bush said, "If God had 
wanted us to have better weapons of 
math instruction, He would have given 
us more fingers and toes." White 
House's aides told reporters they could 
not recall a more intelligent or 
profound statement by the president. 

Source: Internet 

Can the English language 

survive after Bush? 
"The vast majority of our imports 
come from outside the country." 

* * * 

"If w e don't succeed, w e run the risk 
of failure." 

"I have made good judgments in the 
past. I have made good judgments in 
the future." 

* * * 

"The future will be better tomorrow." * * * 

"For NASA, space is still a high 
priority." 

* * * 

"Quite frankly, teachers are the only 
profession that teach our children." * * * 

"It isn't pollution that's harming the 
environment. It's the impurities in our 
air and water that are doing it." * * * 

"One word sums up probably the 
responsibility of any Governor, and 
that one word is 'to be prepared'." * * # 

"We ' re going to have the best 
educated American people in the 
world." 

* * * 

"I stand by all the misstatements that 
I've made." 

" W e have a firm commitment to NATO, 
we are a part of NATO. W e hdve a 
firm commitment to Europe. W e are a 
part of Europe." 

* * * 

"Public speaking is very easy." * * * 

"A low voter turnout is an indication of 
fewer people going to the polls." * * * 

"It's time for the human race to enter 
the soiar system." 

* * * 

George W. Bush 
Source: The Internet 
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Some Important Laws which 
Newton forgot to state 

L A W OF QUEUE: If you change 
queues, the one you have left will 
start to move faster than the one 
you are in now. 

L A W O F TELEPHONE: When 
you dial a wrong number, you 
never get an engaged one. 

L A W OF MECHANICAL REPAIR: 
After your hands become coated 
with grease, your nose will begin 
to itch. 

L A W OF THE WORKSHOP: Any 
tool, when dropped, will roll to 
the least accessible corner. 

L A W OF T H E ALIBI: If you tell 
the boss you were late for work 
because you had a flat tire, the 
next morning you will have a flat 
tire. 

BATH THEOREM: When the 
body is immersed in water, the 
telephone rings. 

********** 

LAW OF ENCOUNTERS: The 
probability of meeting someone 
you know increases when you are 
with someone you don't want to 
be seen with. 

********** 

LAW OF T H E RESULT: When 
you try to prove to someone that 
a machine won't work, it will! 

L A W OF BIOMECHANICS: The 
severity of the itch is inversely 
proportional to the reach. 

THEATRE RULE: People with the 
seats at the furthest from the aisle 
arrive last. 

L A W OF COFFEE: As soon as you 
sit down for a cup of hot coffee, 
your boss will ask you to do 
something which will last until the 
coffee is cold. 

Source: Internet 
Contributed by Samson Tilahun 
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Evening came . . . 
Continued from page 8 

teach my students? Do I update myself 

through reading? Am I professionally 

ethical? Am I fair? Do I deserve to be a 

teacher after all? Am I properly molding 

the young generation? As a scholar, 

what did I do to my country? What 

practical contributions do I have? 

Which of my papers did solve which 

social/community problems? What should 

be my role in the process of building my 

country? What should I do to avoid brain 

drain? What role should I play in the 

process of policy making? As a religious 

person - Is the way 1 worship my Creator 

healthy and to the expectation of Him? 

Am I not derailed from the right track? 

Do I strictly practise and respect my 

religious rules? Do I obey the 

commandments of my religion? Am 1 

sham follower of my religion, just to 

show off? Am I honest or dishonest to 

my creed? According to the holy scripts, 

do I deserve an eternal life after my 

death? Is my life guided by the teachings 

of prophet Mohammed/Jesus Christ or 

any of others (peace be upon them)? As a 

religious leader, do I lead my 

congregation properly? Am 1 good 

example in my ways of behaving 

according to the Holy Book? Am I not 

misleading my people through the 

incongruent nature of my preach with 

my way of life? Am I serving the devil 

in disguise? Am I the right person to give 

liturgical rites? Am I as good as the 

words I speak in my religious services? 

As a merchant, do 1 obpy the national 

and global trade laws? Do I 

understand what 'fair trade' means? 

Do I run fast just to get myself 

prosperous within the shortest period 

of time possible? Am I shortsighted to 

the extent of profiting far above from 

the profit margin? Do I really know 

the principles of trade? ... As a civil 

servant, do I use my working time 

properly? Do I serve my people 

genuinely? Am I corruptible? Am I 

impartial? Am I disciplined? Do I 

serve my people faithfully? Do I have 

the necessary skill and knowledge? .... 

As a politician, am I loyal to the interests of 

the people? Am I free of any political 

intrigue? Do I deserve this political power? 

Do I believe in merit?... 

We can list down zillions of things to ask 

ourselves based on our profession and 

career. Generally speaking, every ordinary 

citizen can play a major role in changing 

the seemingly amorphous picture of our 

country on condition that there is a will. 

After all, the role of few individuals in 

worsening the life of a society is very much 

limited.. It is when the majority creates 

conducive atmosphere for their cunning 

personality that their negative influence 

becomes highly tremendous. In this 

regard, if the majority automatically stops 

its collaboration which they may consider 

as a bonanza for their mushrooming 

fortunes, in any ways, they will definitely 

be responsive to the public discontent and 

will react accordingly before much more 

harm is done and the general public suffers 

the consequence. For instance, we can 

recall how the price of hot pepper went up. 

Had we had a little patience to stay a while 

without it, its price would have remained 

the same or a little bit more than the 

previous one. Therefore, neither the 

government nor the merchants of 'berbere' 

had contributed the lion's share of the 

blame; it was us, the majority consumers. 

Some of us, for example, seemed as if we 

would die soon if we did eat 'Injera' with 

'alcha wot'. Isn't it surprising? 

Finally, I would like to quote some 

verses from the Holy Books before I end 

up my stuff. But before that let me 

remind my readers of what I wanted to 

say here above. 

We need to change ourselves in the new 

millennium. In due course of changing 

ourselves for the betterment of our 

future, we have to realize that we need 

to listen to each other; to listen to each 

other we need to respect one another; to 

respect one another, we need to love 

each other; to love one another, we have 

to forgive our brothers and sisters who 

might have offended us and we should 

reconcile ourselves with those people 

with whom we are on bad terms. Unless 

we respect, love, and listen to each 

other, we will never succeed in our 

future. Our ears should be ready to 

listen; it is when we listen that we are 

heard; 

when we respect that we are 

respected, when we forgive that we 

are forgiven. Let's not forget the old 

adage that any one reaps what they 

have sown. God bless us all. 

Useful Verses 

If I have all the eloquence of men or 

of angels, but speak without love, I 

am simply a gong booming or a 

cymbal clashing. If I have the gift of 

prophecy, understanding all the 

mysteries there are, and knowing 

everything, and if I have faith in all 

its fullness, to move mountains, but 

without love, then I am nothing at 

all. If I give away all that I possess, 

piece by piece, and if I even let them 

take my body to burn it, but am 

without love, it will do me no good 

whatever .... Love is always patient 

and kind; it is never jealous; love is 

never boastful or conceited; it is 

never rude or selfish; it doesn't take 

offence; and is not resentful... 

Corinthians 13:1-5 
In their hearts is a disease, and A l l a h 

increaseth their disease. A painful 

doom is theirs because they lie. 

To be Continued on page 21 
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Prevention is better than cure. 
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Are- W6 AAA* ©£ 
rt.;t vn-:: A-M.*<iTn> 

-flAflh h^C-n 

77/7H©- TAT-f -î .:: 
A,̂ P«P *7?A?:: (lltU 
P+VAĴ  
7̂A*7AA::- -OA J&OAA:: 

/'A+^m17 C ©A-
mf^t A.AT (l̂ OA,̂ ?! 

PrAA,̂ "e©- W O 4-JM 
©• Â Ŝ AA,̂  A.TC 
J&̂ AAi 11C "11 /'A/"̂  
A©-V-f /'A V̂ A /OA V©-::-
(Ru th F innegan 1930:445) P"̂ Affl-
htl'tfF'h r ^ f f l ^ - } A1 

HA>A nh-A n ^ A ^ ^ C h->©-7 
rhAn-T'©-} A.,P+Cft- nĵ AA, 

A71C P'T.̂ JE. Vflh:: 
rAA, -̂Jia,-} Â Â *?4? A A 

t i ^ K t l 

PA^ 7<SJ& ©h.A AA<TLlf> H7f 
n-T©- n^^^ o-A- J^AA,̂  

/A©- A 
J&-fAA- P'T.A 

Wi* n-flfĥ T tnz AA:: 

AŜ AA, P MIMI? XT* 
obTVC* "If clause""} nVA<£. XH 

A^A+Ĵ C d">A AAft- h ^ ^ 
ft-)- V©- <1A 
A^V^T©- ntf779H-« 
n*AA- h-yz+t.*.* I n t - f i * . : 

P*?* ^cr"^ 
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' r w z Mpic? niK-nt-} t m i 

AMI Tn-fl9 nuA "VA+AA<i./9 
Irf©-" rnLA 7l4-"> Ihfr-W ?,->h-> PA75 
A£C7? A'W-nATflJ- AÂ m-"}?" 

J&7H9A:: n*K (U^l lit? 
/ATfl>- P anT̂ r-Ob') /UA 7-** 

A74A- o» aoC.tn>C AA£AX 

7<D-:: 
"A£ hA^m- An* /nAfim-
"A£ m© A/il.*?™" 
-/•OA- n̂ AAo> M+IU P^SS-H 
P a o T A - , * 
n^+^a.̂  /"7Ans*'Tfl>-"} +7(1 
AJK̂ A?0:: 
'A.* A£ AJf 
-p0*} A.* -n̂ ro-* n©->£- /A*-
n<T.A* ^A 9°AA>/<P m e * ? " 

Evening came 
Continued from page 19 

And when it is said unto them: make 
not mischief in the earth, they say: 

we are peacemakers only. 
Are not they indeed the mischief 
makers? But they perceive not. 

Lo! Allah defendeth those who 
are true. 

Lo! Allah loveth not each 
treacherous ingrate. 

Woe unto every slandering 
traducer, who hath gathered 
wealth (of this world) and 

arranged it. 
He thinks that his wealth will 

render him immortal. 
Nay, but verily he will be flung to 

the Consuming One. [Hell!] 

Holy Qu'ran: Surah II: XXII, and CIV 
* • • 

Pifcj&flj* aw 7£P 

n a i + A ^ ^ Mi9°c A7-A V7C tf-m-JAA-
•jum-* h-izm AÂ H?̂ ^ 
Vflh:: 

n̂ -nc A->flA /AC- -AAQ-flAm-
fL/CA- (\tuL9° £<*»AA-" "flAK P/H-* 
(DC* flfm/rA" n°lA M 

*»AAh * nATfl> ĴAAsPf 

Vao/"/,^-} T i r hWlhr PATH?? 
Uaoao^ r/.-tl') TA-̂  Â m+j'" 

/An)-? 4-/.̂  °7A(D+ 

AAILU ZH, /Â nT®-"} noo-tab 
(oif-?-) 6(0++ n^AtanT -̂n 
/ATnT?.** ^an ^m+J'0 

/ . 1 A " 

... if you are bringing your offering 

to the altar and there remember that 

your brother has something against 

you, leave your offering there before 

the altar, go and be reconciled with 

your brother first, and then come 

back and present your offering. 

Matthew 5:23 

* * * 

Remember this, my dear brothers, be 

quick to listen but slow to speak and 

slow to rouse your temper. 

James 1:19 

* * * 

A sudden fortune will dwindle away, 

he grows rich who accumulates little 

by little. 

Better to have little and with it fear 

of God, than to have treasure and 

with it anxiety. 

Better have little and with it virtue, 

M A-fl̂ U"?*}:: 1942:: 
9°CT Ĵ AA.9 +Z*:: A1A AflOi 
C W AAJ"* n.*:: 
tt/.O -} AA4-(D-:: 1992:: tn>U> 
tj-obfr.: a>la Ann i -m: "i+ns 
ft,*:: 

Ruth Finnegan. 1970. Oral Literature in 
Africa. Nairobi: Oxford University 
College. 

Melakneh Mengistu. 1999. 
Fundamentals of Literature for 
Colleges. Addis Ababa. AAU. 

than great revenues and no right 

to them. 

The people's curse is on the man 

who hoards the wheat, [fi CH&?] a 

blessing on him who sells it. 

A false balance is abhorrent to 

God; 

A just weight is pleasing to Him. 

Treasures wickedly come by give 

no benefit, 

but right conduct brings delivery 

from death. 

Proverbs (H.B) 
* * * * * 

"Habit is either the 
best of servants or the 

worst of masters.'' 
N. Emmons 

VJ, 'S 

WW p 

im i 

bZDH. I 

q s 
e-fr 

<h'Z 

O'l 

siuoipi 
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"A 
aJiAtiX90 

<"1(1)/. O5 

nu'Aî  ĥ AT-if-

'PIUT.* AUA'l-7tt>-
hni/MjP/i' O'fyw;? 

tt'h 
-mi- vm.a-01 

Am+A>xTrt»- fcC-fl £C<\C4\ im* 
nm.',- hW\~tl) :: 
m-f"?:'T '> - iM V > hVx'} 'I >U"> -
n-mi- v/r/r Tintim-.-. 
nu:"/'Y9° Am- irr I J.TC: unob ;>c 

iiA-MTr m- ni-ATc: 

A<>M<e<; nan'} r w y-v 

iiW-V- i!•/•.(' " " i / . r ' i 

"7AIIV .̂u"/'!- tun.'i" 7 Am 
f^llll* '/(»•:: "/'/"•)• 

P"7J'A7<1 *7'HI7*?- PA.A<i>- V/C 
HTC lwn/.<»: AA?i ni/.i: 
I1C»»;»- MAIL Mf-'i- TM-db 

i W VK YtflA 
vv.a p»v/rr: A(»- a.;> jp. >«>•:: Mtu 
A£ i/<.wr> tn.v0"))' lUKĉ a? 

.̂(Vn.rth/r (14.A averts 
MM' = 

T HAP- •/•AT̂ 'P 
py,*7AKfl>-'> (lTt-V-
m-AT I1A/.C m-A'P "Am- hm'T-f-
f\<n><nfr A. Aim" W^jfWr-}-

(Dp?; 7-7-rT'r . . f̂ AAA-
Y>AA}- AA'JAr'.' AAM<llL.PTn>-

fl£ ?»'>AA')' A.+ A..+nK>)' A,PAAAr> 
n̂ m-?0 P̂ A?" AA?° 

AO-A?" V>£"7.ll£ (/A- AA ^Ar 
AAî r i/ A-r 110.1,7+',' lUnlHl P-f-7'1 
MXL P^AmjW h l̂Dy0:: 
nnji-A. +*> a.* 
PwAr Ytf>A<»: NAĥ l̂ £<:A llflK) 
frir-K nuA7° fr-nTa: v u ' r w i 

Ji+V4.* 7-WT YMA-
A£-fl+ hAAA4?̂ :: ?iVll.U'> 

7-WT -n? 
A£U"> P^Att M-SA-fl5* 
jP.Â Â:: XPI-7<1££ 'lAm- <>-AI?rt>-
^MP?0 IWA£?° A</»- JiVAAmA.;*-
t̂/oM̂  tD£ 7̂/7-fl A/f-

m/. ^h -fl? fl+ 
Leo- Vcwax/.tiiVh loot m-AT 
in/,-T'>'} n̂ Â T-} HV.̂  f-i-
hStDV-S" (1A4-̂S* 

AA-flS' AAAAA n £70T°?A; 

H H 
a • nA-fî t v.m-rvL 

fnu-f ^Ar AOAVt-} 

hwiT0 ^-n^ fÂ rt ^iri n^-f 
Âf.Ŷ A:: Ihfr AA 

9°f\d nthAT. Ifl AJ?,W"> 
fl) AT /Afl>- 7-̂ At'i' fĤ V- Airt.)-
abCM'b f°7J">7ft'?n,5 
A«7i*7 -nA nH.u 
ftY-HUny inc. v^tf 

ha) Afr P̂ ^̂ vq-T®-
jf^Kf TA'J'PA:: rtWi'i 

} i -l'V*A • A.Â W'5 77H-H 

V - A 

"i+Cif- H I / . - A m^W^ ... 
A>-fc -MICFirr Â.̂ A? hVILU 

r.tv.-'P /v̂ v-f ^msf 
AJ>AV-f APAmrn- ĥ t/T 
A-n'i'P V+CÂ T VX A.lf> 
jf.T-̂ A? fDje. nA,A0)- ̂ A-f'̂ hh 

Am-» Â Â aAJiC 
f^TA Am- nrsY.-*-* w. tirt 
JP.T-AA hA?"')̂ :: Âh/. f-^rr 

f'̂ A 9° f̂ 0DH7fl 
JHLU W n̂ m.̂ 'f 
/"C fl>£*A» Â Ĵ S" 
7 TV- 7/S-fl }l̂ T4-;>-Tn>-
n̂ -)- //n/. AA-T '/-/Â  A.A 
Hi 0*7 f-/-7H Afl> h7"5u 

*<na)'} Â m-̂ m- ,-f-HtF fi7AX niA 
fHj"> nnzM* 
(/ociffo- V/»/. (D'} h}H.f\mab— 

AJ'il*-* V^MO)': 

m>nr A P ^ A V 
\,°\nab9a Afl> Ji?^ (LS°C 

r fl^AAT vnc? Â-flAA:: 
f'fc'J A'JAT- ^ ^ T A ?.AhlLT 

llm-A l̂AflJ-̂ ?0:: -ft? 
Un/lCffo-̂  (1010- htli-fi? OhAT 
Oh-}*. AJ& A^X^ *o?if} 

Al>" Cf̂ CrtKD- ft/A-fl 
/̂ A^ n+mf+S* nAioDĥ  

f̂ ^AJf 7̂  

h+r/.-)- WA. 

MW} flj^frh-:: AAfLO 'PS'fD-
7-̂5/?, AcDA'} 

hm l/A-fl Ptfô AJf 
7-fl AA*7 ^A^^^:: 
MR "llC m.n AT") 
mm-*? t"7A }»AJST 
P<r7J'AATV-9>-T"(l>-'> 111-

m̂-̂ -fc -flfr̂ ") +7AX:: 
n-Ĵ uc-f 'T.uifcC fnj'HfD- ^ 

VV/.-W}'} 0°°?{1<CH n*7A?" (11?"?!̂  
tliif-T i,bfC) Am?: 

J&S*7<i-A! AJf 
iiM '̂.'e fi-i-A-n nnuA-em- iw 
A-fl A)f hn-fe? nTTf; 

iî .A hvi-fc f/A-n 

ÂAf: j&m ÂS'-P̂ A + 
'J,""H- f ^un-h ) 0»a/A^l -t 

IUl-A 7A5t:: f̂ rtl+AtD-
t"7A -f "̂ A T*7f: 

ILT̂ rD- 7-*7<-
^n^? -flAvf n.v- 0°->&<P A.?=A 
n̂ AJh p-f-Â ^ -nrt- itJP, 
>î AA- -f-̂ TF-Tm-'} 
m- Anch,̂  rt-T-T hh/.'fc 

t)7 cn>yi/»p<£ > -f-

m+f (1)- fD-T<?'TfD-'} fl)£ ÔWA 
0° y]!£: h'i4- n̂ A: dm-*',- i-AT^ 
V(D- nTt+Ta)- nn/.£'} ?0°9°v/,1 

"UÂ  ^Ar" PTLPÂ  
ftmAA mi'VA'̂ i 0nfl}-<ni: fl-̂ Ah- P-f-
A'7?̂  'lA^-^T'}'," P-f-̂ -fc-) do* 
"ny'W-'} tr7Â .'>7m-'} n'TLtfnAĥ  
A^^C *?-> V7C AJ& 
UU + 
(D-h+:: SL1H°9° flHLU 7-̂ J?, H-/.̂  

T S - f ILm, WAWK 

P'AT'̂ Â ' V7C ll+AA- P'tAhA5* 
hAl̂ V?":: 
P T S ^ ? n^^Ah-f 
J & A + P A MK 9°ihC (D4Z.-} 

h-:: fllLU Aĥ A-fU-
(DX.ZIH: LI")?! h ^ - H C 

rtAj& •?•> hZ^U'-):: 

(D4K PC. A?79>J Ji-ttT?* MZmTi: 

hWW ^ab^-t-} h^h- AVn̂ h-:: 
-̂ C' J&LH'J Urn, 
Â +Ĵ A ?i->^Aft. Wffl-f inc.: 

*?-> +T7Ch-:: A97C 
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"P* MTfi n>? 9°le£tl A-Fm+AA5* 
-F̂ AAU? nT4.* P-F£7£ V(D*? A?£A-
A"7A-F TV* /AX-ArPA _." A/A AS 
A**-? J&A'TA:: PuV.̂ -*? Art)- T-F 

/WPA.? -m r̂t)- AW "i"1") 
AAU A/*"*0*? P+-n4--> 

/"V /"C4** P̂ XPAjE. TV.̂ T 1k-rtT 
AAU?" Aj&A5* Aj&̂ AA5*?":: 

1116, A£ A7A. A^flJ-' 
P'T.TC-fl̂  Â -S "oo^l^l 

•fl f-m-A?" -np> Aẑ h-:: n^u^* PTV*? 
AAtAVi* AA. AAA?":: PltfFP. thl* 
11 AAOH-fl̂  AAA 
HA.A nh-A z i r nTv* A?° f^wim-
Am*A£ Â?0 A+4-f arv 
-nn- WJE. f̂ AAnTnh "TV-FT" 

/f-JM-EV* nitAA ^nZAHY 
AA^Am^Tm- A..*fl)Af nA£7-

<"711*, AA«fY.?°:: nA"}-K A7* 
Â /HLPT'-T- = ĥ ./̂ AT = Oah£ 

T4.-FT- = A>'i7.<,T:7-_. A JR. v+̂ n-
v^s^r^ TV-ft nA>-K A?* 

WAV* A?*S" A>* 
r>H-fl HiAbAnTfl)-
^ f t y ; pfi<v.* ero^'Tn/.y inm-

/HÂ HA:: JUL/ 7?Hfb 
YZi&i rhii-n aowdfe Tic* ^ 

P'T/ATA- P-F̂ UC*5 Pm>4n 
VovllZ'i 0)0 A tCP+l 

n̂ AAA- A7A*?A-'FT- am-A TC 
(1/7/"/(D- aJt(\,'iST> (\<*>a\(D-

P^^A i-ail'V- An)-T <7D<n.Ah-f 

A4,'?" A«7J&S" ffrCI 
TV,*'? n*7A?° j&imi-*:? 
flip/,. A?ti? A?** P"7"in 
Â-d r-̂ c n./?A n.nn 
Ârtn*: AAhA?:A CHS' flAV 

•to- p"7.rtv.-<L£ 
A<n»nvF?° nrt.u Â?" A+<P 
T^C HY,/ AA-J\PP* 

-FVAO-:: V7C "7? A7Ĥ ? 
Z l V h A.A"?̂ ?" -flp. -f-a>-h-*:: 
VtM.VF*') T-7C IfT A'W+TA 
•7? °7AAft./ flm, -flAT >IA HÂ  
VnC:: 
A,A fŜ JĈ n* 7-SJ& AAAAA A?̂  
V7C -fTi AA5?:- P t r v C * r ^ t 

ttUlC - ACh"> 
A/TŜ A'PA'J AP®̂ ^ 
A.OA J&Â A:: n̂ Aj& P -̂K 
7-A-̂ "} (A77A.7f?? A°7A* V(D) AS 
PVA-n ^A^- htA? AÂ Ah-F 
hAt;-? H^? -tao^fo* 
A?7* /A/4-A- A.HA ^A^V* 
/ATfSA:: n̂ wî -fe A'HUtU /A 
m+AA /A AAT/P* AAT̂ ^ 

P̂ 7AJV AA- - T9* 

(PA<{.A7<PA (l^A*:: * AW 
A^A-r V7C TV* 

/AX.A.-JA P'T.A- (Dltt 

m#y° h&CTffllb:: hCl T 

patv-? p n A^^AJ t 
TS* V̂Â AT-? A.V7C P̂ X. 
z Pm.V'J4; PHg.+'vr 

Til^ilh:: n*7A 9° U"l tt 

- f h 0 ' ! ^ ' 

/LT/' TtD' A ^TTA II*??"* nAj& AA 
Z4?^ J&jFAA:: J&U> A^A* 
-? > TS* /A/tA/JA HJ& V̂ :: 

P'lA * 
T^f: fl>AT A^J&HX^S" 
M/ . -W MA- "l-AH A>H<{-Ar 

OA').?: 
x̂̂ vr/D'rv •̂•7'in* a 

Pi- P̂dAA A'H AW.7T^m-
t r o l l 7 - ^ P P"7̂ AJl;i-T-rt)- ft, 
7-7- U-A- RA-S.A- n+ îp-T^ 

pâ.a- n . w r n/V/- -t'l-i* 

(D- P"1TC1T(D- tf»U'fiTfl)-'> 
PA^"^-) A^AA-fl /.Al Vflf.":: V7f: 
niLt/- 7--S/ -AH- AA-H1A f-
mh-*:: tropics 

A/.lf? Pr'JAfl)? (TV? 

U1C fl)A^ 

AA-:: A.OA J^?0 n+AJH* 
-n?: 7i#-n +(dc(DC: 

fiul/r- Ml+d.+'i n i ^ * 

•0?= A-̂ Ain -AH- flTS'F-f 
To)- AATVflMl̂ A:: fl+A?" 

A?^ lie lay•:: hn/ n̂ 7C 

T̂A? inos" 0)7?? 
"77A7A: M'^'i imC A/.A- UlC 

^̂ -n-f/nAAmv-n* 
P*?A VAl-^'K rX+l ArhHH 

l A-n?4.' AA9°C"> 

vnc PA ^ c 
-f i-m/'feV* nAitVn* 

AfD7? n,»i nnc fl>-AT 
>)An«fe +<t>9°(n n"7^A7iV* A 

Aj&l/"> HAP AP 
AAT*;* n^Ah / " t - n AJ& 

n ^ c ^AA^j nu7C<7 n̂ Tf-n 
A'T.* n© ,̂ -f-VAA-F A-A-T /A7-

U7C-F h^A-n* PA£7* M 
Lt\ n^l^V ^TA*4? 
ĵ&A? nA0?^ Aje. 

... hH-T-T A.(f> 
n ?̂*?/"* nh-A p̂ hm? PA-n 
-hC^ ruitt 

n ĵj'&a)- aoiP^ P/"̂  dztpfl 

h t̂fo^T* KĴ C AA7IJFV AtP̂ -F? 
fl> ̂ J&A P̂ nm-? thA* 
Li"- nwr cd-̂v* Am 
AW^CV U7<.-> n̂ nTA* a)/ 

(OX. (1641 Pnrv* A717/ ** 

Ap+nÂ  n7̂ A- Hj&n, 
PJ^Thfifl)- Ul^l 
{̂ •vAn+r 7.H, nA* P-f 

-t Alt 

llhfC Zrt, hA>l7- A7CT- -FC^ 
hA-n -nn-

A / c T a»u.Veo'9° <n<"fr(Dy° 

^y^ffO'^h P "Vil'+'i 
y ^n i t dyv / " a * na,?fiA.i an,!-? 
wok -f-hn-nc nt̂ Aĵ  
p^tc nuA hA-n 
oo+.f+i P̂ ffCA-f: Vfl)-' 
A^ '̂lAfD- nÂ -F nch^ 

IHJI/.-Tl P.+P AA-̂ i? 
AtP<{-r:7- +(01Z(D' AflhV-h? O-SA, 
Art)-? hA-JE* -FCrn 
m.lrA'F ... A'i n7-KAh- /.̂ n^4? A?nn. 
-̂A-n*4.' ... AV7 P̂ J&nA- AAT̂ J& + 

îfVTrt)-? Â -S+'TL't-
/.Al VnC:: 7-SJ& 

n.^? nch-F-r- peh^-n-F 
,̂ rt)A^4r +«Fm-nh :: nnu lis 

j&A«fe?A hlit: llC i l A ^ AAA5?-
Art)- A P'IZ'kd- hAA*^ A?AA* 
(Ol£9°h- FT /VArt)-? n^Art)-
/Art)-? U^^- iffo^h-t:: 
1)1/^1 (lbAT /Art>? 
n^XJ J&nAAT PAA-T? 
JIA,** (D-AT V^J.Kwab rt)?KA 
A.-FP-A-/ rt)-ATy° J&^^^A:: 
n^A-i;hrt)-5 n^^n^^rt)-? 
nA.hi'^fl)-... nt»-A-r hc^ 
-A7H.A! /AU!- P^/A5? 

rt)?j?Av ^n J&A^«paa:: 
AAm -̂n nj&V*: Vj&^T* 
PA71V-F = TA?* "fe?0 n+A' 
PVj&^T* ldSP'*t' • (D?nc A++ 
AÂ*?™5 A4*??/?? = 
'h'T5? AA A +̂C^AU-

hdbai... A?*- Ah*}-̂  A.A0J- AH-n+f... 
A?̂ - Â rt)- A?^?^. 
AAT«PJ& -nH-rt)- T-t-fc 
nCĥ rth k l o o f . ... 

PH,4? AfD-^CT? 
AĴ AA, h/L-t:: 
J&^/A? J&ffl̂ A? 

APA-A p .̂x-rh'p ^A Vh7/-n n^Ti-n 

Aj& J&VAAi i r v ) ! / " ^ ( l a o l ! / " * 

AJ& J&V7"/Al n^CA^th ^AhJ^ 

V7C ..." p+nArth 

S3E. 
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M+lkoo n? Aje, AP? (if?. 
(\h/»C f.'t^Pl-

P"?.̂ 5* P<T.</»AA©- T^C (D-}£9*"> 
"T.A*') h'lA* 7-A7 

h©*£ ... A.W£-A<.' 
,̂ 'T'I 7£A P7M'F 

"F^AIA* • 00'MWy; 
A W - w?©-
hi40 nAjf- >JV,V> n,?-T? nn̂ -n 

(TJi.A;*'>) P°7.y.A* H. 
P AIl©-W- JP,'IAA? P7°> 

V©-? Â T- AP'/.tf'J 
V©-? ... 
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v-i-wr nc"/ ©-AT P»IIA/©-> 
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7.11.'» •p.p.-r- PT.P.* 
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A.e.-K: A A ax'/•/.•! AArniHI::' .P.'/.l>° 
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n;» h.A;» '>5 IIA.'W'̂ .TO'5 IIA/'A'>}! • 
UA<hY'7.A;»'>J 

iwv>r> wet-o« ny,.y..j«>7-

ll-tOi* IIA.'ITAJ 

IIA"7A.,C ... P7II/.© 

PAY 
I J ' I t t l i . D A/C'Y 
IM»+>. wns' 
hAiO Ŝ' <(.A hA/A'/v/"! 
nVAA-fcr PX?" -̂flC AAW©-
r:ii-A "MX.a >iA+̂ n ir/r:T ©A©-

P"7P.7A- V©- P"7.""AA*:: 
p,4-<e ©O* A£*©£<1T©-
hTA 7-*A n</-A-7° P'*A7° tr/C.'T 

©-AT ©o* AA - ll./'JA P/"V 
ACS' ©O*:: A.A©- Jf.̂ CS" A'>£7" 
TJC.* n̂ -F'lA'P 
Aj&AA?*- ©AT fUlll-
an f fu^. Yl.^aX- ©"l-f-T ̂ -AT©-? 
IU1A rt©* n̂ ./Ah-FA©-
P<7»->X.A -V-H-* JP.A-'i A hW) 

f'A* ©/'."*:: fl̂ Ar 
n-flAx̂ vv n.trn* AW vki/'^ 
n̂ lV/CA* 7CTJR © ATA JuVMO-'P 
<MA P"7£AA ©.&r 
A-fl'l?" ĴV©-
H0A £¥.©- ©->+? PACh* 
ft^l/Ah^A© VtrvlL A 
n?J;/">j nA'T./.h... ©ATA 

A?hAC neĵ AA©-
A'Ĵ -S.U ^A^T') "In a state of no 
war or no peace" ©-AT A 7 ^ 
fi^^? A/Ah>.̂  j&if)? nnu ItV-

AJtS AAh-S" V ^ w m 

n̂ nr 7-̂  f'T./A'i v?c 
£•77° ©̂A5?:: A°7'T*©? 
f'̂ /AX.A?̂  A'>£ PAT7A.7i A.+ ÂA 
M:A/> AhC h+HA PJUIA. A*^^ 

7/*7E* Â -̂a 
ha/.© AT> n-f.ri mc=: 
JP.7C°7TiA:: nA.̂ ^/'P QUA 
A'>£ A>7* hit? 

A/h-fl̂ r:: h^̂  V7 
nAik<- "nAAmv©-" ^Ar 
•7-fk: ̂ -"vt.' irr +A'/ 
IIA.*/' AAA'/ ?i*7lLA0rh/:'> 
"7/A/A = "A.I«L.«'T llin- I'M-
A.-/- AAA -WAS' + 
f-l T© I 
fi>H)V* AO'lVd)-
H f HL̂  
'/(IK: AAA 

©ii'/-. 

' A')?, 

r/.e/'v;'/.- n/.c .e4j> 
11)14.* JHlJt* hlLU AJ»°n«l90 

P^/ f 'i'VA- ;"»m.>» F-T'r ©>?:A-7- n̂ Ar 

MSL-t-anA»1'1: V©" J?,'1A HH 
Lm- -fllA ipw*1- ©->?: AS" 

"7 A* V©-:: AV5>° JP.W ĴP.Vfc U-A-
I1AE7- /A7C""?A:: HHU?0 AJfSfl* 

A><iiut">'> Ânr;7*7 je.irsA 
-flVi. nr> "OXS Â A-fl̂  
AA©̂  AAAH.D 

fvnr JiVfK fAS/.h A7CT-
^f^WlT ^Af ilAA 
A \iuo/. <P AAh/. * A ̂ l̂l.* VIC 

PAUA AC^ ""Ah-'P? n̂ c-fl 
"A/AS PA9° AA/.S"! 

V- ZUlhTb An-S" Â ĥlA© 
v©:: nA©-(r.T©-/-> ptni* 
AA>* n^AJ^ U2.6 

lLA.P-> <hIH) (1AJ& hXrWîh ©AA 
(©AA) fl*-* 0+7 

70. A'Ĵ AT© 
v-T© Avitu nnAP-? 

P^m^- H.7-T:: Â-e hriu 
A*©"1 V©- ^A* 7© 

- mtu hn/î :̂: P^C""© A. A© 

P ^ A r 7*,+ fLA P+OA©-
U-ft-fc ht^-fl^rv* ^/..P ftA * h 
nAje. ifrn* nT*7c her* 

©-AT OT>W/iV V©-:: A./'AS 7V* -

ĵK-V-fc -OP* A-}̂ ,* 

°7->?° n©-A P'TJ'©-^ A?£A>A 
TV-f7- AP̂ /J0?©-* 
AJP."»AÂ :: nHO A.'P-fV'P 
P'iA^ '̂) Pti-fl* *->7i 
VA-fl A"«A?HC X.A1 AA Pfc dm, 

x i m 1 re 
.e,iP',A np. AAA/̂^̂  
.fct)')̂ " A'KA-A-* 
YA AA^*:: 

(/•A 'W" PAC'l •/'•> 

9-> A.0A 
je.T-AA? 

n;» <p.t p^rt?" v.e.'n/T-f-"y- irw 
(I- A h (/' V (0 - p -r-

f-VA/ '> n'M.'/C PAru- A ^ T 
PUf: T>£ }|A'>£ •/•TA-?" 

*7AA/̂ '- .e.VAA - hA^f0'/ .K.<P'>/ 

»lAP-> Ah'Ul AAJi'W.'A 'lAAV/fD-
'ill. <iW1T 9° ) A.e,;i (i>/' 

IIV/̂ /T-)- • in if:= IV/-A • nnrh/:= 
n>/AA= IIA 
©+*: (iTn-n= ft'fhw nuwr 

neurits M ... 
-f-Â p.-f-SA:: PA->£ HP,"7T* f" 

h.-f-p-T pvnc>= a >£ nc: a-j.c-
pvnô  „ n̂ ÂT--} P7<1 

7-fl-F P̂ A?"? rh'H-fl A^U A. 7m'} 
"Ô p-fc nAj& V©:: P,UT> 
P̂AP-71 PX.©© A7S7fA "7i 
^ 'HIT/ A V© V74-? A*>K-'h VnO 
r-J.̂ -V© YJ4.U AJ&TS 
" -flA- P'TJ'A-flS' Pn/Â Ĉ -
A© ©4-S AÂ Â V "If PAA* 
( O W ? A©">£"i»- AJWIV4- A.Ah = 

i*?^ n*-}̂ © -/-A./* Aj& P̂ 5? 
v-s©-? nmr^tro. nAÂ Â 
P©C£'PA:: P̂ -hhC AJ&Ĥ  

n̂ A-* 0°<?C A.JPA i f l T A J f V 
J&T/̂ A-V-C T-flA-:: JW 

hrUP?" Ph* AA:: lU'flK-y- iT£ /A-(1AA 
A*>Xl:: n©V-fc -flH- T W J&ATTAA:: 
P-flH-©- imwt'h -flA©* 
fltfDftA?" ^ -OA©* <J-A? ©£ 

h T ^ V * ft.4l©C +©P4! /Ah^JA:: 

IDA 7K 27 -tlm&A 
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<vx> 

>n*H ft"7«.-)- ITU-? wAP" 
unilt̂ U-? Tim- Awm- a£ ntf vm-- T7 
MR Part's 77G ftA" 
Â A'SP11? Plltm- "Â m̂niTT 
ftw mninj nftnnf mnha 
mPVflYfl"... M-) ftJLA-^ ^tm* h t 

•fliâ  hi "Irt.T.Pmi'V "Ihnc h*OTC7 
Sn ?Ufl ^S+ia ftW u>AA 
flrtm- fna- "IA* 
P*OTC7m-:: 77*. ft»f7 ot* S7Sia 
S"fim- P1H. 4S* ŷ Vt ASHâ  U-A+ 
ft + fthnC7 
nntra- ft-vjr FA a-nH*> 

tHflhimftfĵ U-? n!L+ ISIS AS 
n+a* me.«f+ n*rt ft£ thfrt 
mC4« 7m-!- p̂ U T*fi ftAll AA A5)̂  
m- nfiOh AA-+ lurt- £AJ1G fiS ftPm"i 
ft^JUllfl+m- S77ATa:: 
pfiah «ts. -hit nft-7* a1**?" ium-
"hii A"H ftfth 12 Al* 
hminirtU-* SATa- Pfilt GUtm* 7GT",S 
ftt"7 ASH ... SHA ft*?*"! ft"7JLA- mi 
n»aA -p̂an* Astm*?* nitjf 
ftfth A1}* mfl+V Aftm-:: 
ft-7JL* 7m- 77£? A^mtm- Am- IH, 
mmG 7m-? AAv? STF PĤm-
mAT"!* £7$̂ :: nrnnGmC ASh4F 
rtHj wm-s n+AP imflh- h24 fill- + 
m̂ A tiW AAm- m 
PH.U P4>mE ftmniT $ittTi 
hone's aaii* p+ht+m- ajlh 

PH,1; AW7-7 tinimmn̂TT 
S*G* ft^niSjmi ftU-"7 tl + 7- 7:00 

A1** hs 7tD-I R.1; hlui^rtTi::-

"ma P7.H, ftm**?"?' Am"?*;:: 
hHU tl+ ft7:oo m 7nc P"} 

p+anntrh.. pftnn *mc 7m- niH, 
A-t-BiniP ll'ta hatHa^y flrtm- Hm̂  
ai* as na* anm fio.„ nt as nt» 
FTm-tc tAE Ptrtmtm- T*A 

P+n7Hd ĥ 7m-= v??11 P+At A7JT 
7m-= ha T7 nhĴ -Y AS TA T7Hfl 
7m-::" pntflm-T AS "u»m- F7m- AS+lfl 
Am- tn^nmh?" AUti-V: 
ftjfl ea 7m- ftSSil P"l«lAm-? 
rtiwm^ m PAa1;̂  ft^cn, IIILIIT 

ajt̂ s nnu 7-ss PtHflh-̂ 'V 
ft-7^- U-A+ ono:: fmJLU Ast hnu 
3G mA.̂- AA m+A---: ntAS A.fT PA 
^^ 77C A.7UI A+mAP Art-:: IPT IT7 
miuOTU-̂  mJfC 7m-:: nA-7JT R7.nCA-t 
AJIA t̂ AIPT EC?" I f A- il^t AJrmL 
P̂ nm- Pt AS 16 flA l-'PAAT:: w 
AAK+ TATA-fA /PmiunjS P+ 
"ft Anm 7nc; - m n? hu-a 
AAi-m-AAU- 16 Vm- ?attm- h1? A 

hU-A+ n̂ AF ASiuyCP 
h-7*.?" HA+ -jrc?" hA7CU fl^ 3G 
A+IPSS- SHAfl:: STP A "7+ Afl 

+°1Ch A "7̂1 A«Pflj;Mfl? 
AS7C?"UyB tAfl hPtuiAAO'S PTCh-̂ T 
7-c nAJr̂ w AS Aamy»c7»::•... 
n*7A+ A+«;7G PS«A+ P1C7+-7 A1"}"!0!̂  
PtmnAn- nhJl JfAm--7 AJP 
sex P'T.Am- P+ AS J W ASU"7 A.A 
77C A4 7nc«; PH-7 uiipT P7Hm- H.9 
IIT hGT1 7HG AA-:: P-7 Asnn-fs -
"sometimes" flA 7m- PHi*m- AA--
P^^t flH-lP^ PmLJf7n-+ P'TLIlTm-
T-fif̂ P A-7JIA- ITT 7m-:: 
AS AS""I Jf-7̂  77C A-7+Ti ftm^V^H:--
STT" hb Plenum- MUl* PS'G AS 
A+"7?t l\L PynTAm- h? 7-7" flliVI AS 
SHA Art- HA A»S"A A^^ nrnif; 
l-flT1) fuflm-P A7 II-7G J5JT7 hPtm7m 
t HA11+ 1H, nAS-"! ft"7+ P°inA-
flH-?" niuwi* uic n pu£ 

aĵ  h î̂ ^ -hmiT -n+a -a1"! 
h-7Smm- l̂̂ U1? 'LSU ĥ Û̂  
AAiCU icni AT. 9-7, 7m- h"«|«1 
PIFWW?- +HAAU:: hGiT 7m- MU 
A.+P" nys«? A-A H7T flAm-
^̂ JfnTm-̂  tf7̂ nm- Tfllfrfnî  
nUSB-Ĝ  ft^aimm- hhĈ 1; 3C i-m-n 
P7mtm- H1T7- ft+U-AAnTm- -
?AAai 

ft? U7G A7Gt?m- S«f7Aa:: 
fttui min̂ T tflrt- PATG+ m-«-jfG 
HH3̂  nhAfl m-AT ft^G ,}hh+ pf 
aimfm- ATG+? fLAAft '"IP̂  tA7,1 â:: 

AJTA-Tr S7i7-"; a?"̂  mlT7+ 
nmL7n:fm- rn-^jrc s*49 
?rt++h. Arc+S ra-m.+ fl? 
iT7«;a:: /"A- nmfmc ft^t u-nt?̂  

(LTfWi SJthm /A. 10/ 

m l 
mCA ftAG Pt+imni "+«eaA 7AA 
w A^0! A,na ft^t Hm̂  SAa-
ft"77^LU piwm- a£ ft"7S n7 msy" HA 
A "7+ TCft itĉ a +AA- OTTiaVAm-
Asts... fl? Â dr iLAm- A+JJG 
M hÂ 'T.m- 4fl yUrt'V l-PS w«?7C 
PtAimj? ir̂ a:: 

ft-77Jl<fm- Pm«Pt 77G A*7A ĥ mtl-
p+nm taw p̂LmA- m ĵ- ftssa 
PmL̂ 7Am- ... Pft7tT'7 Pin-US' rhF 
TAU--7 7iuu» ?aHt7nl- 7.RS PAP AA-:: 
AA +mG htL̂ Tm- ft^if? Ami °1«pif 
SU-7 Â AI- msSh-'Sl 

ftC4« ""IW ft?A-7 AftlPC 
ft^S?"^ tu!7'7 Â hllG fmG ... 

fH? «t«mc Whnc "XA +C7+ hlT7 
Alii nf ATf mmw p̂ aniT, nc 
tmhij tat ft-7SlT7 ftT"? n/»A. m« + 
TttG ftaAh ftft-7? nftG7T n«t»mG 
Â̂ GiJr P ŝt̂ m- <T7 ft"7J?lf7 

tm-̂ il̂ U-? nâ y" i.A-7̂  +A-T SlT>?a? 
ft 7, T7 nftC7m5S7+ PPAm-
ft5.S»A:: ft-7A.?m?" M«1A ftt*A 
pntfnjm- h+mE A1+ A-7S- mSF" U-A+ 
A«i+ •t'S-T1 nwT?+ ftl+T nps«#m-
ft?P S«fr̂ m- ft*7S ft"7S «f7 
ft^S^AHyn-l- 7m-:: ft^™ 
ftt^An a^t -IU-+G ft-7^ 

flA- S+C* OTmP^-7 ASU"7 
PmLta7m- ftl AA+AT im̂ y" 
+tmm.jfAfl n"ia Aft̂ G ft«}+ «t»mE 
ĥ A- U-A+ A'JI- «-AA nnBmn«fe S+Gd-
fttfGia^ P^a AA:: tLAm- «iS7-t> 
PTnmj. -tyjfEfi aaft"7 -n-1-OTiu.m-F 
m̂A'S" P'tAm-T 7T9" OAtm-ui'S 

n«TLTa imah- ft"7S^Tininin^ fti?m«t> 
Â G III AAS7<i.m- An? in fmG 
ABL'S IS 7m-.-: 
AHA ml "liuA? SIT "7 H-7J? â Ê S 
a-nmftJT AS Tim- 7a nuA B3& 
SSn̂ GJ??0 P®̂  SAa OTUIA^U-
A9*A+ OTmn* Hit 7m-i 
S7na.-: ft^G mtftm+ a.W 
7m-:: hH? HAS nni»p+ T7 
7m-" SAa ft«n+A P"7 
Pin fthUA ?JTGT7:: Aft^t" 
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<\Wl «7-£" A£A°7 
Jitf-flin^ JiTAA'):: fl)£> 
-7A.V} P'T.A+Tm-4; ( x ^ l 

tro'yt: h.-mnyl- nruun-
fizc.fc f\f\7°i;y. my.90 aâ 'M"? 7<n-
MM vntim:: y.\n hi/.r+i 
i<\*r vir: iviA vn)- m-r-r- j?.a-)-
v>*7nr: U-A- MF*- mata?: 
^fllA/.Tr "7A;)"Tm'> JP.+TAA:: 
Ar*} ILHA Âh*:?0 m-fl-f- MlUYfc 
A,Aa>-<.' M.A- Mb.*""! £ 
<iA PTJA^n)- 7-K PÂ '.':: 
AVK- PA"7£ 77C If'," P7-£"> fl>jW 
Pĉ Tfe*: n)£'> ĥ AJi/.?0 

hyymm- \ipx. hy.a,t\9° 
nm/.*'- n+'.'-K iiA'V-'-)- AP-7*?0 

"?P-K </»A"7V- IWAJR. 
HA™* A£tf"> 

PAA>- -/-A-)- •/• 
A^S'TTA:: h*i9° rtl+AA 'IA MAASC 
'luA'i marv- oy.̂ 'rf 'i V 

phi mil l-. 11**7- mm5* 

KCVttl llT)?fl)r P^Alî r roc 
</«>Tn* m ittA 
A*®;HH1 0°7t\% ?"'."A<1'> 
hYMKI n#(V» MK^A* 7m- fL'iA 
•MihA 7ro-" 
nii.T pj»«H*j.*f: imw?? wxr /»c 
MAT A MM 7.-W14: \\0° 
£TS'Tfl>- M)-7f? »̂hhA 
flM-O ?iU')* P£ZArt)- M7̂ -"7. 
P̂ jP.flJ* 7m<n>5* Vro-1 
MlT:: 

7m- - Y i n ) i A A 
ro-AT - Ji>»>LA Mm mfI) -AA-:: n)'H;[; 
T<- .PAn)- Mfi 
•7? HM.<r YhrvCt /"AmST? 
/.mS^ /"/.- f\0°yti n/>it/n 
P̂ mm-'.' c'A-̂ T- A£ 
P"7.Am*- "7A;»nH:.p;»7-'> 
"7 A Ji ^ t *> n^A/n-f /»/.• 
^t\PTl -W.HA*:: «A>.'>£ 
U-A* A-̂ A- 70)-'.' fl)"];t 
hA***?? AVA* /-A? 

'H/..P /»c luwh+̂ T-®-

**7A Aĉ /̂ T̂ n̂ A-fi rn^^+^n-̂  
^ h A A f o P ,'J'fl?:'P'} 

PC AA+(DA7 zn> 

/"V Azruo- rL̂ -HJr>JFO f?«UA 
m-U 

ti-A-fr 'K'JfU0? 
Aj&u"> n̂ hA?" nA.?̂  

7 * ? > A A ^ I ^ f l ) - f/V.-

7£-nV h.NPl MP5? A++-> 
PAH-Tm-r:: 

nA/nfm- P/*v.- ̂ ô Ah?5 

<r)\)y+ hAÂ -f nAî T̂ nxn-f 
0)̂  ^ ^ n,* ^m/.-AT:: 
A/'V,- A^n)^^ M-oatm-

fD-AT 
v>£inr Â A 
t. i <;?> r- wnab pm wiX* 
n.eA.̂  aim;/; -K-SAf:: h-flH-

n<5 A- V7C 
Vrih',' nî nj-v-

m-rn,̂  Ah'J.̂ P. AT-J-m- AziUn-

pxvh «»: J. f 'im- p"?jVrn* AÂ  AJP̂ca 

;»A4-AT:: A«KTP P̂ A 
•t-'i-iZ't hirw* i-w-

+HM1:: yr p+a 
X. / ',Vl>-'> IF7.M ^A -̂) 77C PA-)' 
Ajf /. I '.'P WiAhrU") iikPf-
p^/.^ I v i m 
pnsw wrb- it.'.- tui.i'; mm-
Â lAft. rt^^mAflB-A 

• y^n hiK yw> p^P®-) 
flHl^m A.̂ A--) 
£7<IA_" P ^ /Afl> AAV n/"fl>C 
•̂h'," A-N-̂ 'pn̂  p̂ /M-f 

tklMHf flHlit 
rthA^Jf T}V;t'J T'̂ .̂T ) 
fl)J?,r ?i')£+y. h{)!VPS. 

A. i <; p-K^nvi* t-oa j?.̂  
"Pi 0)?.^° y.m A.^A 

fin- •I'Hi/.-'hV Vm-'i' A'»nr> A.̂ A'} 
.̂-HlATHl5?:: P̂ 'fA^ V7C Ô JV̂  P°W 

AT. Â̂ i' iPfM-) 
Â 7̂A A J?. PiT?̂  Afl> V5?' 
•fA'," hiWPt (Uro7î  f.̂ A 

"n)j& "̂HiT! yn n.A«p as?" j&a-H 

KyS+ooa} -t ax̂ i/, yi AT-f jeil̂ ^A:: 
m<n± n̂ Â 'P PĴ vTV t w n 
•flA h-fl̂  P<T7J'7".̂ '¥ 
^TC +*7<1C TxW'l+A.Xr Al^^s 

P7'lflh? P/*V.- Â A P'T.TA 

nrTS' c 
hAflJ-? ItiT+OA. A'l-f»A7 rn 
'{D-aiA-K' -̂n-̂ Ti') Mĥ /.r: >!>?: 
issm flA7i •i l^'t-^ AA'P 
-Mfin^ PA r ? AAtlU "h7i' 
nysu- „" je/î ; rvt/.Tm- *omj 

TfAPih "AT<r. -̂C-fl 
P'TLPAhV̂ " ôin--) PrLPAIVH-fl 
PTJV-f.-) J&Ĵ VWTÂ A:: 

"7'7il<iA<l<P m*?'." 
A<t7.̂ - nuA'." vyvr-h „ /c nT/s'tw 
hW'hb PC m-Utt :̂: 
m<n-J11 h i l l ) 
rue n'PTss" 
hC9°f° 1:: Mliy 
P-frA^ Jf.0-7- P?.tD-7^ A ' T 7 ' 1 ] ^7 . t t 

•̂ 77H'1AT"" hit/"} n^}^ htl/"> 
Aa)- PC C 

nzm ê vie* AOJ/,-̂  

7/->nA. J&hA-M̂ A:: 
0717(1̂  ^TK i^C^ P^^C 
îJP̂ AĴ  P tn90T\̂ 9° PM* 
ĉf'J'P? -̂AT? ytyan'ilm-

m<n^ p̂ mA'> a^ap^ 

ntt̂ 7- Af"> 7a)-:: P#»TC J&M 
nAHn nm-ft <7£ 

Afl)-p> n+T,̂  -f^A :̂: h?.CA-r Ĉ 
n̂ yim* H-/.̂  
m-y.y,̂  ^ht̂ AT:: ...PA^-J 
j&̂ /f.'js' htiû flh 7»A°7A PU)j?°9 
n PC £A AA .e*7A -f-SC 

h'J.e- Aif fl)A^ ... hAAi--> 
(k/o'XV. <77A0'>'P PA^^ 

Â/t-fr J1J&4. 
PrD/.̂  fl^ n+£0>- "7.A.7.P?" 

^ ^ Man 
A-f7A7A AJ& 7^ - '7.AU tttft, 
^AflB-^lA" ^OA- AltU y.lfl? 1 1 71 

"11 ym-.+A? "a)*.®- PTm-̂  +AT?° 
h-flO* J&TĴ "' ^̂ ''T.nAtD- n̂ AU4? 

h * " ^ T A i f je.nA'P 
aif>A? P0Kn± A7.H> 

fl)- fl)£ AA 7rtia»5$:: fyfyfy 
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n£fwi<e pim-T'} ĥA 
hT7*V- nA-K? 

«>• m-fiT PT£ni 
L AOJ-VT5? laxoo*, 

£"77" J&U7 /WlAA:: 
n^/.ahi 09° "n'PTA-
AA/CAl?" T7fl?° A£/A?°:: J&U 
txCMd-"̂  )iAT* PT/.rti<:a>- JiT«fc* 
laoft- Vtth:: /-̂ rt)- drt)TT 
PO-AT? "®AT<fc/ PVUZfl)-? 12? 
JiTA? A^^C f-wtnn PX.TVfl)-
zn. AAJUICAAT nn-v AT̂  T 
fflf^ jP»n>A W: A'R A.*-) (D£ 
T̂ UC* ft* liC hjff.C.190 VflC:: 

pt*7<.*-> n̂ n̂ Tm- ^mW 
*cs m f\(or /ua /,*n»Ah* 

a** m-ax lUrt'-A 
T r u e * hp/r t f VflC:: 
p m n true,*? 

A?TA*A, A Till/? llTm- H 
.+4.? n\in iii. n^uc* ft* /AT 

hVfi<- aayo/.-f "°hhA ft/">A 
Pi J'AT? Aî  h^/A/^* P*7°UC* 
<*/,>* P*7£ J&AA:: A?£?m-

P'T./ATTVfD- PA?<£L* 
(Wood Work) Vfl>-:: (J-AT?<D-
"fl)CT" Vfl)- - P /̂ATTVfl)-

PAn.+Tfl)-? A 
Â A/.Al IfT n<*°7'H 

njR.li-7.̂  THOlA:: 
Pfl-V A*"'?©? A./A/r£ PAVOT 

fl>- T"7/, P<P£.A X.TVfl>-? AJ.t'i 
*?°uc* ft* */ftT7° 

X.TSVD-? M W t AAhAhAn>r:: T 
.̂ -q./ nA"7C? /.TV A/. 

(OC,*T'(D-J A/.* flTAm-* 
A/"/.- Aî Yi* P̂ -flC T A / » 

n"lAfl>- - Pah£ (och AAT"7/. 
(DC* (FT/iw- - PA"?̂  AAT"?/. 
IFVA* m/-A-r iis* A/. 
7T?" A<tC7- /,TAV P</"AA 
AX.̂ T J?,A"1A:: AftU A£ J>°? 
A'Ml A? "something is better than noth-
ing" fl>//)A "P°7W1 V7C hTJW.n* 
rtV.+* MT V7C /AT*/.n* 

J?̂ AA::" f-KVo-Tr 
/A? <n»-fl* A?£*mn+ IPS' hnu T 
"7/, p/to "nniV? """"AAA 

V7<- PlTVfll- A7C ft,* Vfll:: 
Vfl):: Pft,T 

TĴ UCT Afmm̂ n* J&T7/̂ A:: 
"IdLT-} }\lX9a')9ocI ntww 

A.T0A ov'-fti- -nĉ T AT-f* nn/ 

ATO/ ft.T 
hCAT/V*"> »17A7A fl^A 
P̂ AV nbLl A.TI1A 
a)!taxL+a\eD' f/LT 
AAA flA* 

"IdL'I /A 
AjP,ATrV A.+AA 

A'Wi'- VA-fc? /̂ AA.̂ ^ 
*7AX"? 

^AA A?/1- AJ& /ArD-
h+AH 

fA(D- A-f-Am /"AA. 

/Art)- /-flCA^n /"AA, 
s-TfD- -ntFA -
-OA- Â f̂l)-:: 
AATmAĴ i ^AA-J'1' 

AmTAA AflhT* /UA 
^AA - AAT: 

flA^ A.7Afr A-fl -
A VTm- -

A'̂ lT:: 

(DÂ-V 
n-Hfi-:: 

C5SC9C59 

im 24 V+mA 

MLU n^AĴ  7-ATfD-
f-OAm* WW A J tS -fl̂  AA-nh-V 

PÂ T nA-flH?(D- ft) 
fl>-+* Aj&lf? A?̂ ?̂  
/A^X-A*? J&flAm-') K I T 0 

P̂ 'T/AX.A?©'} Tn-n P''?̂ * T*7C 

A-T U-A-? a/fl)<-T 
WR J&+<f-A J&1A PA?°? 

A.A A->*T7AXflh n^A^T" ) fr/./ 
•AH- P̂TLA+Tm- TATVA -

A ^ ^ T A^m- nmT, P A ^ ^ Ah, 
T7 A?^- U7C 
PAliA f°CT"> A^n+VA -<rA4: 

PA.ACD- AHUC 
A.A4- A,Afl)- L»7C n7»CS AT 

It7-T P"l,PTCnffi- AfflC P'T.n^ 
£ 7 7 * 6CJ&^CV AA?*-

-feCA Pa*L?a!?.t.?:c 
n x * PA<D-?°:: PA?^ . * y7C 

PA7C >j,A (hA'T,/.h'>?) 
n)>J7/. T(D- "D̂ rtA 77H-11 TV T̂o)-
A->£ PArc* n,TA-(l A.*!**/'? n* 
Z7ATfl)- AfD'CTA? ThVT̂ ffl-

A^^AU- -
n/T)jr> A.A:: nA.Ar fih-A 
A?̂  i;7C HAro- p?̂^ -nnTv wc 

hĴ TT yn-)/* 
A7H1 nACA- n7- <1? 

ovtm*; PT'ATh /"C^ T̂flh-} 
flTta)- A.Aa)- OlC 

nq>c; h-f-°7fl>- Aj& A/.+C i t T ' J 
P̂ I/hhA pnŝ -fl h-j&A Apffl̂ n̂* 
n A ^ T V 6£7* T5? 1A H-C A.A 

P S * U / " C ^ T A W 
V(D- ^A* Vflh?" -flA- hcmXtmy 
a b T PA?°:: J&^r OA-
nffl-v* j&7Ca?A:: nnT Â̂  nATÔ T 
MP1C A^lT A.1A P^ncD-
^TA A.HA ^'VT' IT'? 
r171 "n̂ i ĵ vnu ^̂ ©AU!" P̂ Â 
ahAm A^ ÎhTA n̂ ô T̂ 
AS? nw "7AT vn> P̂ T̂ Hfl)-:: â* Ken -flif 
an^A ""niCmr:̂  
T^V* Vfl)-:: H4.f nm.9' /Afl> 

A+A£ hAO AAO - hÂ O 
PAÔ :: AV7<- T1 A70̂ ? 

Â H'S? PÂ ? t\9° O'T.̂ L/ 
flTm^V hA^h ^C hÂ Ĵ- ̂ A*? 
OTAVIK- TTC 7V A7V V7C 
J&£/{.CAA T-flA- n^«?AA f W ? ^ ^ 
Aft./ A/£AJ»° A ^ 
PJ^^A^Pcd? J&OA / . ( i ? - A<w»(fV-

A/. A->^H->-n TT'MIP1 

J&lf"}? flJJ&'JA A/-AV T-XJy A/. Pm, 
S T J ^ T 7-flT J&lf?? P7-->*C V-*?V 
AA.TA Hj 

J&OA? PP<iS"V P6n,C<Xl,C 

A'J'feAAA S»"1 Alt?" ÂHTabV 
Tpfah ÂTA? H 

V®- P̂ ^HH? TA-̂ m- P+ 
AAnab? J&tv A,Aflh AÂ flhA-T? 
P'T.m/.+ffi- OA- "»AThhAV 
AUTin- Â ?" PC <w>7VH-fl 
A-Wl̂ mnTfl* A^^-C AA-Oh-V 
"A£ - H7C n̂ n̂ V7C 
AAaa.VT5??" -flP. A^A^A, T 
fl>-h-T:: Jpf AAS? nr.-. 

S 
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Unlike the alphabet, the Ge'ez numbers are said to be adopted from 

the Coptic (ancient Egypt) numerals. The Coptic numbers 

themselves were perhaps developed from the ancient Greek 

numeral system as indicated in the table below. 

Arabic 
Numeral 

Greek 
Numeral 

Coptic 
Numeral 

Ethiopic 
Numeral 

Ethiopic 
syllable 

1 
r 

a X E >1 
o p - K g (1 
3 

/ 

y r i; 1 

4 5' X 0 £ 

5 
f 

E e £ U 

6 s' i 
a) 

7 ? l H 
8 n' H s rh 
9 0' 

i 

O H r n 
10 

/ 

1 i Y P 
20 k' K h 
30 A' X A 
40 U M 
50 

t 

V N H '/ 

60 X ¥ 
70 o o I? n 
80 TT I I r 
90 

r 

9 q i 
100 

7 

P p * 

Ge'ez numbers don't have a number 

zero. Instead, other options are 

used to replace the role of this 

number (zero). Alphabets are also 

used to represent multiples of 

hundred like 1000, 10,000, 

100,000, 1,000,000, ... as shown 

in the table below. 

I A 

1 0 1 

1 0 0 F 

1 0 0 0 I F 

1 0 0 0 0 n (hew) 

1 0 0 0 0 0 m 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 m (htot'i) 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 rm 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 m? 

Chinese Sayings. 

Silence is gold; Eloquence is silver. 119°WC* VrtM C Ufi V N U l ) ' £*7V hC')* V(D«] rtj?,^ f W \ < 1 A : : 

It is easier said than done. M V h+fl-)- Vrtrt)-?":: 

W h a t has been said can't be unsaid. l l M * ?H1)"1 M - V : : 

It's the noisy bird that is easily shot dead. lUff l 

Downy lips make thoughtless slips. Aflh ( V ^ H (D&f. ' } 

A Real man should be good at thinking, but weak at speaking. cmf-bC l l l l % C : : 

"A physician can sometimes parry the scythe of death, but has no power over 

the hands in the hourglass." Hester L. Piozzi 

"In reality, killing time is only the name for another of the multifarious ways 

by which Time kills us." Osbert Sitwell 
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K e y q u e s t i o n s a b o u t y o u r lesson;management 

1. Does my lesson start smoothly and promptly, and induce a positive mental set among pupils? 

2. Does the management of the lesson help to elicit and maintain pupils' attention, interest and 

motivation? 

3. I s the pace and flow of the lesson maintained at an appropriate level and are transitions between 

activities well-managed? 

4. Do I carefully monitor the progress of pupils so that the effectiveness of the lesson is maintained by 

giving individual help or making modifications and adjustments to the development of the lesson, as 

appropriate? 

5. Do I give clear guidance and direction concerning what is expected of pupils during each activity, and 

manage their time and effort, in relation to their involvement in and the sequencing of the various 

activities, to good effect? 

6. Do I make effective use of the various materials distributed? 

7. Do I organize and control the logistics of classroom life, such as how pupils answer questions, collect 

equipment or form into groups, so that the order necessary for learning to occur is maintained? 

8. I n particular, do I use effective management strategies in handling pupil movement and the general 

level of noise? 

9. Is the feedback conveyed to pupils about their progress helpful and constructive, a n d does it 

encourage further progress? 

10. Do my lessons end effectively, in terms of ending on time, drawing the topic of the lesson to an 

appropriate conclusion, and having a well-ordered exit by pupils from the classroom? 

Source: Essential Teaching Ski l ls, 1998 
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